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Abstract

Motivated by empirical evidence I document on local credit markets in France
using data on more than 3.5 million bank-firm relationships, I propose a theory of
bank-firm matching, subject to search frictions. Firms undergo a costly search pro-
cess to locate and match with the right banking partner. Upon matching, agency
frictions hinder bank’s ability to optimally screen and monitor projects. I estimate
structurally my model on French data using the staggered roll-out of Broadband
Internet, from 1997 to 2007, as a shock to search frictions. I confirm the model
predictions that a reduction in search frictions affects the allocation of credit and
the dynamics of firm-bank matching. Finally, I use the structure of my model to
quantify the impact of this technology-induced reduction in search frictions on
loan prices. I find that broadband internet access reduced the cost of debt for
small businesses by 4.9%.
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1 Introduction

It is costly for firms to locate and match with the right banking partner, especially for
small and medium-sized enterprises (SMEs) who devote time and resources to this
search process. Small firms commonly multiply loan applications (2.7 on average)
and undergo a time-consuming application process: over 33 hours are spent on aver-
age on loan request paperwork.1 Overall, about one third of SMEs deplore a difficult
and lengthy credit application process.2 While the effect of information asymmetries
on credit allocation has been well documented (e.g., Akerlof, 1970; Stiglitz and Weiss,
1981; Petersen and Rajan, 1995), little is known about how search frictions affect bank-
firm matching and access to credit. Understanding the role of search frictions is par-
ticularly important to policy makers, not only as recent developments in information
and communication technology and digitisation in the banking industry are likely to
affect them, but also as policies that reduce search costs may differ substantially from
policies that reduce traditional agency frictions.

This paper builds a model of the matching between firms and bank branches that
combines search frictions and information asymmetries, and generates predictions
about how such frictions affect the allocation of credit to SMEs. It uses rich bank-firm
matched data over the period 1998-2005 to test and estimate the model structurally.
In order to dig into the causal impact of search frictions, I propose a novel instru-
ment variable strategy that exploits a natural experiment, the staggered diffusion of
Broadband Internet in France, as a shock to search frictions. Finally, I use this unique
data and the structure of the model to quantify the impact of reducing search frictions
on the degree of misallocation in the credit market for SMEs. I find that Broadband
Internet access increased bank competition and reduced the cost of debt for small
businesses by 4.9%.

The first contribution of the paper is to offer a theory of firm-bank matching sub-
ject to informational frictions. I develop a partial equilibrium model of the matching
between firms and banks that features two-sided heterogeneity – bank branches and
firms – and combines information frictions of two kinds. First, search frictions hinder
firms’ ability to locate and match with the right financing partner. Formally, I build
on Lenoir et al. (2018) where the search and matching process is random and depends
on the level of search frictions between two submarkets.3 Second and upon match-
ing, informational asymmetries affect banks’ ability to screen and monitor projects.

1see the report Small Business Credit Survey from the Federal Reserve System (FED, 2014)
2From the survey by Infosys Banks! It’s time to change your game in SMEs lending (Infosys, 2018)
3In this paper, the concept of search frictions encompasses both search and transactions costs.
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Information asymmetries are a function of branch productivity and the physical dis-
tance between a bank branch and a firm, which ultimately determines the interest
rate quote. Those assumptions are motivated by novel empirical evidence on the cor-
porate credit market in France I document using using bank-firm matched data from
1998 to 2005 (more than 3.5 million bank-firm relationships). Banks branches are
heterogeneous in size and distance to their clients, with larger bank branches serv-
ing firms located further away and in more submarkets. Moreover, bank branches
characteristics matter for the matching with new firms: I document the existence of
positive assortative matching between bank branches and firms. Finally, corporate
credit markets exhibit a high level of price dispersion that suggests a key role for
search frictions. By adding structure to the search and matching process, I generate a
number of theoretical predictions linking the variation in the level of search frictions
to (i) the cost of debt for small businesses, (ii) credit flows between cities and (iii) the
dynamic of firm-bank matching. In particular, the model predicts a gravity structure
for credit flows between cities. When search costs decrease, the gravity equation is
distorted: firms meet with more potential lenders and eventually borrow credit at a
lower rate.

The second contribution of the paper is to propose a novel instrumental variable
strategy for the timing of Broadband Internet diffusion. Broadband Internet opera-
tors relied on already existing infrastructures - local copper loops networks used for
phone calls transmission and larges optic fiber cables used by railways and highways
companies - to gradually deploy the ADSL technology, with one objective: to con-
nect the maximum number of customers while minimising the cost of investment.
Accordingly, I solve a simple maximisation program to predict the optimal timing of
Broadband availability, that exploits variations in population density interacted with
distance to pre-existing infrastructures. For this purpose, I use a dataset on Broad-
band Internet availability at the city-level compiled by Malgouyres, Mayer and Mazet-
Sonilhac (2019) and combine it with data on population density (measured ex-ante)
and telecommunication infrastructures: i) exact location of local copper loops and ii)
optic fiber cables installed along highways and railways. Thus, it is the interaction
between pre-existing infrastructures with the density of population, controlling for
firm density, which predicts the timing of the arrival of Broadband Internet. In other
terms, I extract the part of the Broadband Internet shock that is orthogonal to local
economic conditions. This setup rules out the possibility that the timing of technology
diffusion is endogenous to banks’ branching strategy, investment and credit supply
to small businesses (or, conversely, to small firms’ demand for credit). It provides
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natural ground for an event-study identifying how information and communication
technologies affect credit markets, through a reduction in search frictions.

The third contribution of the paper is to structurally estimate the model. Using my
instrument variable for the staggered diffusion of Broadband Internet in France, from
1999 to 2005, as a shock that reduced search frictions, I can estimate parameters θ and
γ – respectively the elasticity of credit flows to distance and search frictions – that gov-
ern how bilateral credit flows between cities and the cost of debt for small businesses
react to a variation in the level search frictions. In practice, I first verify that credit
flows between cities follow a gravity equation that is distorted by the staggered roll-
out of Broadband Internet. I provide causal evidence that this technology-induced
reduction in search frictions triggers an average increase by 6% of the share of credit
exchanged between pairs of interconnected cities. Consistent with the model’s pre-
dictions, this effect varies dramatically with the initial level of search frictions: it is
higher when two very distant cities are connected. On the contrary, the effect is neg-
ative when two neighbouring cities, already very closely tied economically, are con-
nected by internet. For robustness, I provide simulation evidence of the performance
of the Poisson pseudo-maximum likelihood (PPML) estimator for the estimation of
gravity equations in a dynamic setting and with many zeros, extending the work of
Santos Silva and Tenreyro (2006, 2011). I confirm that PPML estimator with fixed-
effects is well behaved and consistently estimates the time-varying treatment effect,
even with more than 90% of zeros. I also show that my baseline results are barely
affected by the addition city pair fixed-effects and of the lag dependent variable as
covariate.

My main results rely on regressions carried out at the urban unit level. This geo-
graphical level simply matches the level of the treatment and allows me to deal with
an estimation sample of a manageable size (24 million observations). However, some
model predictions at a less aggregated level require leveraging bank branch-level data.
I further document that Broadband Internet diffusion allows banks to match with new
firms located in remote submarkets. Connected banks increase their share of credit
lent to firms located outside their city by 10%, and their share of remote clients by
almost 12%. As a result, the average distance between a bank and its customers in-
creases by 10% in the medium term after broadband internet access. These results are
robust to several potential threats to identification. I find no evidence of pre-expansion
differential trends in branch-level outcomes and I show that adding city-level controls
do not affect my estimates. This empirical approach provides a causal interpreta-
tion for a number of recent developments observed in the banking market: Kroszner
and Strahan (1999) shows how the large-scale adoption of information technology re-
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duced the dependence on geographical proximity between customers and banks, and
Petersen and Rajan (2002) documents the erosion of the local nature of small business
lending, with increasing distance between small firms and their lenders in the United
States, and also new communication habits.4

Finally, I assess the implications of my findings on the cost of debt for small firms,
using the structure of my model. In practice, I plug my empirical estimates for θ and
γ, as well as parameters calibrated from the data, into the equation linking search
frictions to loan prices. Interpreted within my model, the estimates imply that the
reduction in search frictions triggered by the diffusion of Broadband Internet lowered
the cost of debt for small businesses by 4.9% on average. This reduction in the cost
of debt displays an interesting spatial heterogeneity. It is stronger in rural areas and
medium-sized cities than in the largest French cities. Firms initially located far from
bank branches, or which did not have a wide variety of potential banking contacts,
benefited more from the reduction of search frictions, since it allowed them to match
with new or better banking partners. In this respect, the spread of Broadband Inter-
net reduces spatial inequalities in access to credit and foster local bank competition
in rural and isolated submarkets. My results also have a natural interpretation in
terms of misallocation. As search frictions generate misallocation of credit entirely
orthogonal to risk (contrary to information asymmetries that induce credit rationing
on observables), a reduction in search frictions reduce the cost of debt for every firm.

Related literature. This paper contributes to the literature on corporate finance and
search and matching.

There is a vast theoretical and empirical literature in corporate finance and microe-
conomics on the role that informational frictions plays in hampering firms’ access to
credit, starting with seminal papers by Akerlof (1970) and Stiglitz and Weiss (1981).56

4The large diffusion of information and communication technologies represented a profound
change for the banking industry and Broadband Internet was the catalyst for this numerical trans-
formation. As digitization proceeded apace, transaction costs decreased and the rise of online financial
services allowed firms to search for the best banking partner in a faster and more efficient way, leading
to structural changes in banking markets. Those developments are prominent in France: inter-regional
credit flows have grown by 15% and the average firm-bank distance has increased by 10% between
1998 and 2005. My empirical approach provides a causal interpretation for those facts, suggesting that
innovations in information technology – namely, Broadband Internet diffusion – have reduced the role
of both transaction and search costs in shaping credit outcomes, allowing firms to search for credit
further afield and leading to structural changes in local credit markets.

5see also Sharpe (1990); Berger and Udell (1995); Rajan (1992); Berger and Udell (2002); Agarwal
and Hauswald (2010); Ioannidou and Ongena (2010); Degryse and Ongena (2005); Drexler and Schoar
(2014); Nguyen (2019)

6This paper is also directly related to the literature that explores the determinants of bank-firm
matching. Firm and bank size appear as key characteristics (Stein, 2002; Hubbard et al., 2002; Cole et
al., 2004; Berger et al., 2005), along with geographic proximity (Petersen and Rajan, 1995, 2002), export
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This literature focuses on asymmetric information and has long highlighted the role
of bank-firm relationships in alleviating agency frictions that shape credit supply
(for surveys see, e.g., Boot, 2000; Degryse et al., 2009; Udell, 2015). Yet, the role of
search frictions, in particular in the formation of bank-firm relationships, has been
overlooked despite its potentially equal importance.7 I propose a novel theory of
firm-bank matching and SME access to credit that formally introduces search and
contracting frictions. I first provide empirical evidence that emphasize the impor-
tance of search and transactions costs in local credit markets. Then, I write a partial
equilibrium model of firm-bank matching subject to both search and agency frictions
that I structurally take to the data.8 As far as I know, this paper is the first one to
account for search frictions in the formation of bank-firm relationships from a micro
perspective and provide a causal evidence of how a reduction in search frictions af-
fect the allocation of credit.9 This contribution has important policy implications, as
an environment characterized by search frictions may not only amplify and propa-
gate shocks (den Haan et al., 2003; Wasmer and Weil, 2004) but also generate slow
recoveries (Boualam, 2018).

This study also belongs to a literature that studies ICT diffusion and bank compe-
tition. Hauswald and Marquez (2003) find that the dissemination of information, i.e.
improved access to information, erodes informational advantages and increases the
intensity of bank competition, ultimately reducing borrowers’ expected loan rate.
Hauswald and Marquez (2006) extend that model by allowing endogenous investment
by banks in information processing technology and assuming that the bank–borrower
distance to have a negative effect on the precision of banks’ information. Similar to

country specialization (Paravisini et al., 2015), monitoring capacity (Jing, 2014) and bank capitalization
(Schwert, 2018). However, little evidence exists on the importance of branch characteristics, despite
the fact that bank branches and loan officers are the main contact point for SME searching for the
right banking partner (Berger et al., 1997). I contribute to this literature by leveraging bank branch-
level data. I show that branch characteristics (size, distance to client, growth, specialization) matter
for the matching with small firms. I use these empirical evidence as a motivation for my theoretical
framework, where bank branches are heterogeneous in size and distance to clients.

7Macro-finance papers have studied the aggregate effect of search frictions in credit market, starting
with den Haan et al. (2003) and Wasmer and Weil (2004). Recently, Argyle et al. (2019) and Allen et al.
(2019) have shown how search frictions affect mortgage and consumer credit markets.

8I model loan prices are a function of agency frictions that depend on productivity and distance
and that capture screening and monitoring costs (Degryse and Ongena, 2005; Hauswald and Marquez,
2006).

9Recently, Boualam (2018) builds a general equilibrium theory of bank lending relationships in
an economy subject to search frictions and limited enforceability, in a related macro approach. The
interaction between search and agency frictions generates a slow accumulation of lending relationship
capital, distorts the optimal allocation of credit and leads to slow recoveries. While its approach
features a directed search process, I model search as random. Not only this is for tractability purpose,
but it is also consistent with the fact that entrepreneurs – who can’t devote much time and ressources
to this costly search – don’t observe bank branches and loan officers characteristics before meeting with
them.
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Vivès and Ye (2021), they find that more intense bank competition reduces banks’ in-
centive to invest in information processing and that borrowers pay lower rates when
they are located farther from the bank that screens them. The mechanism herein
departs from this previous research: the ICT diffusion affects bank competition and
credit allocation through a reduction of search frictions faced by firms. However, my
model also predicts that ICT diffusion could also have an effect on competition and
loan prices through a reduction in screening and monitoring costs, but this effect is
absorbed by the city × time fixed-effects in the empirical analysis.

My model delivers a gravity equation for inter-regional credit flows which echoes a
nascent literature in finance and macroeconomics that studies gravity equations for
cross-border equity flows (Portes and Rey, 2005), bonds and bank holdings (Coeur-
dacier and Martin, 2009) and cross-border asset holdings (Okawa and van Wincoop,
2012). Recently, Brei and von Peter (2018) estimated gravity equations on interna-
tional banking flows using a PPML approach. They find a substantial role of distance
for banking, even with immaterial transport cost, pointing to the role of information
frictions. My paper complement and extend these findings by estimating a gravity
equation for within-country bank credit flows with two types of informational asym-
metries. It confirm the prominent role for distance, even for local credit markets, but
also underlines the relevance of search frictions.

This paper also relates to the vast literature in labor (see for a survey, e.g., Rogerson
et al., 2005) and trade (Rauch, 2001; Chaney, 2014; Allen, 2014; Lenoir et al., 2018)
that studies how search and matching frictions affect firms’ ability to produce. This
literature has long highlighted that it takes time and resources for a worker to land a
job, for a firm to fill a vacancy, for an exporter to find customers abroad or, symmet-
rically, for an importer to match with the right supplier remotely. I contribute to this
literature by showing that search and matching frictions also affect firms’ ability to
raise external finance. While the theoretical approach developed herein is in the spirit
of trade models (Eaton et al., 2018; Lenoir et al., 2018) where firms undergo a random
search process, it incorporates agency frictions that replace traditional iceberg trans-
port costs. Finally, some recent papers explore how the diffusion of information and
communication technologies – including Broadband Internet – affect such frictions
(Allen, 2014; Lendle et al., 2016; Steinwender, 2018; Akerman et al., 2018; Malgouyres
et al., 2019; Bhuller et al., 2019). My contribution to this literature is twofold. First,
I structurally estimate the impact of a technology-induced reduction in search fric-
tions on credit markets and credit allocation. I provide a causal interpretation of
recent structural changes observed in banking markets (Kroszner and Strahan, 1999;
Petersen and Rajan, 2002; Vivès and Ye, 2021) among which the erosion of the de-
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pendence on geographical proximity between customers and banks and the change
in competition, eroding banks’ rents. Second, I develop a novel IV for the timing
of Broadband Internet diffusion. As the observed pace of expansion of Broadband
Internet may be endogenous, I show how to generate a connection timing that only
depends on ex-ante city-level characteristics as population density and distance to
infrastructure.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 present the data. Section 3
presents the model and the main predictions that guide the empirical analysis. Section
4 presents the empirical context and details the instrument variable strategy. Section
5 describes my empirical methodology. Section 6 details the results. Finally, Section 7
studies the implications for the cost of debt through the lens of my model. Section 8
concludes.

2 Data

In this section, I provide a brief description of the data I use to study local credit
markets in France and how they were affected by Broadband Internet diffusion over
the period 1998-2005. I combine multiple proprietary data sets from the Banque de
France about firm-bank relationships, branch-level credit exposure, interest rates of
new loans, with unique data on Broadband Internet expansion at the city-level.

2.1 The Credit Register

The French Credit Register is a large data set of bank-firm linkages available at the
Bank of France over the period 1998-2005. This credit register aims to collect data
on bank exposures to residents on a monthly basis to monitor and control systemic
risk. The monthly data comes from reports by credit institutions that are mandatory
provided that their commitments or risk exposures on a company as defined by a
legal unit and referenced by a national identification number (SIREN), reach a total
of EUR 75,000. I use a yearly version of the credit register for convenience as I al-
ready deal with an oversized dataset. Monthly reports encompass the funds made
available or drawn credits, the bank’s commitments on credit lines and guarantee as
well as medium and long-term leasing, factoring and securitized loans at the branch
level. Recipients are single businesses, corporations, sole-proprietorship engaged in
professional activities. They may be registered in France or abroad. Reporting finan-
cial intermediaries include all resident credit institutions, investment firms, and other
public institutions. In 2005, this raw data set excluding individual entrepreneurs cov-
ers information on more than 1.9 millions of bank-firm relationships, corresponding
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to more than 1.4 million of unique firms or corporations (SIREN), 341 unique banks
and 15,925 bank branches serving firms. The smallest banks in my sample own only
one branch. In contrast, the largest one (i.e. Crédit Lyonnais) owns more than 2,800
branches all across the country. This data allows me to document novel facts on
bank-branches heterogeneity that guide my theoretical assumptions . In particular,
I show that bank branches differ markedly from each others with respect to (i) their
total credit exposure and number of clients (see Figure 2), (ii) their average distance
to clients (iii) the number of markets in which they operate and (iv) their portfolio
specialization (see Appendix B.1).

2.2 Loan Rates (M-Contran)

The M-Contran database gathers quarterly survey about all new loans granted to
French firms from 2006 Q1 to 2016 Q4. This information is collected by the Banque
de France in order to compute quarterly aggregate statistics on the interest rates of
new loan contracts, with breakdowns by types of loans, borrowing sectors and types
of credit institution. It also enables Banque de France to estimate and publish usury
interest rates, an upward limit on lending rates set by French law. All main credit
institutions report exhaustive information for all new individual loans from their re-
porting branches granted during the first month of each quarter. The initial dataset
reports, on average, about 100,000 new loans in each quarter. In addition to interest
rates,the survey provides rich information on a wide range of relevant loans charac-
teristics, such as the size of the loan, the loan’s precise purpose (investment, treasury,
leasing etc.), its maturity at issuance, whether it is fixed-rate or adjustable rate, and
whether it is secured or not.

Table 1: Explaining Price Dispersion

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)
R2 Time + Bank FE (1) + Dep. FE (2) + Sector FE (3) + Branch FE (4) + Loan (5) + Firm

Equipment Loans 0.628 0.647 0.652 0.672 0.689 0.699

Credit Lines 0.559 0.574 0.579 0.606 0.651 0.657

Leasing 0.491 0.511 0.533 0.533 0.538 0.553

Notes: R2 from OLS estimations of equation (30): Interest rateijtu = Loanijtu · ρ1 + Firmijtu · ρ2 + FEs(u) + FEj +
FEt + FEu + εijtu Dependant variable is the bank interest rate. Loanijtu is a vector of loan characteristics (term in
months, amount, type of rate: fixed or variable), Firmijtu is a vector of firm characteristics (age, size, debt, invest-
ment grade, turnover). Column (1) include time and bank fixed effects. In columns (2) to (6), I sequentially add
a county fixed effect (i.e. French "Départments"), a sector (NACE Rev. 2 French classification) fixed-effect and a
quarter fixed-effect.
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I use this data to show that the law of one price does not hold in French credit
submarkets for SMEs. Formally, I estimate a price equation (see details in Appendix
B.4) that aims to explain the observed variation in loan prices. Table 1 reports the
R2 of each regression and suggests that credit rates exhibit a substantial dispersion
within a time-bank branch-industry-department quadruplet, consistent with recent
evidence on mortgage and consumer credit markets (see Argyle et al., 2019; Allen et
al., 2019), and which suggests the high level of search frictions in the French credit
market for SMEs. The results indicate that, at best, the model accounts for 70% of
the observed variance in credit prices, letting more than 30% (40% for leasing) of
the variance unexplained, even when the model is saturated. Similarly, Cerqueiro et
al. (2011) find substantial dispersion in loan rates for seemingly identical borrowers,
using confidential Belgian data. The authors attribute this dispersion to information
imperfections and asymmetries affecting credit markets and, among them, search
costs.

2.3 Firm Location, Creation and Geography

Firm Location and Creation. In order to conduct different empirical exercises along
this paper, I gather a rich set of (i) administrative data on the creation date and the
location French firms’ establishments (from the exhaustive SIRENE database). Firms’
establishment locations allow me to identify mono-establishment or mono-city firms
(which is a key feature of my identification strategy), while the year of creation is
useful to study firm entry and first banking partner choice in Appendix B.2.

Geographical data. I gather geographical data for mainland France about more than
36.000 municipalities, 2,000 urban units and 762 urban areas. An urban unit (UU)
is a commune or group of communes that includes on its territory a built-up area
of at least 2,000 inhabitants where no dwelling is separated from the nearest one
by more than 200 meters. In addition, each municipality concerned has more than
half of its population in this built-up area. The largest geographical unit that we
consider in this paper is the urban area (UA). An urban area is defined as a group of
municipalities, all in one piece and without enclaves, consisting of an urban pole with
more than 10,000 jobs, and rural municipalities or urban units where at least 40% of
the resident population with a job works in the pole or in municipalities attracted
by it. Finally, municipalities or cities are the finest unit of measurement that I use
for distance computation, firm and branch locations. In the city-level part of my
empirical analysis, I aggregate bank branches credit exposure, distance to clients, etc.,
at the urban unit level.
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2.4 Broadband Internet Data

I use the unique data collected by Malgouyres et al. (2019) about the date of upgrade
to ADSL for each Local Exchange (LE)’s in mainland France. The historical operator
(France Télécom) had to make this data available to other operators as well as websites
allowing consumers to gauge the quality of their line for regulatory reasons.

Figure 1: Broadband internet roll-out in France

(a) (b)

(c)

Notes: This figure shows the roll-out of Broadband Internet for all city in mainland France, for the
years 2001, 2003 and 2003. The dark blue areas represent a large degree of coverage (Zut close to 1),
while the light blue areas are city with no internet connection (Zut equal to 0). This unique data was
collected by Malgouyres et al. (2019) and contain the date of upgrade to ADSL for each Local Exchange
(LE)’s in mainland France. The historical operator (France Télécom) had to make this data available to
other operators as well as websites allowing consumers to gauge the quality of their line for regulatory
reasons. Additionally, the authors gather data from the regulatory agency (ARCEP) regarding the
geographical coverage of each LE. Combining both datasets,they construct a continuous measure Zut
described in Section 2.

Additionally, the authors gather data from the regulatory agency (ARCEP) regarding
the geographical coverage of each LE. Combining both datasets, Malgouyres et al.
(2019) construct a continuous measure of broadband access of city i at year t, denoted
Zcity-level

it , which is a time-weighted percentage of area covered in city i.10 I construct

10Formally, the measure used by Malgouyres et al. (2019) writes:
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a additional continuous measure of connectivity at the urban-unit level, Zurban-unit
ut

which is simply the (weighted) sum of Zcity-level
it for each i ∈ u:

Zurban-unit
ut = ∑

i∈u
wi · Z

city-level
it (2)

where i ∈ u denotes the municipalities included in urban unit u and wi is the weight
of city i in the total population of urban unit u. Equation 2 implies that Zurban-unit

ut

is continuous between 0 and 1. Namely, 0 implies that no firm located in u enjoy
an ADSL connection during year t, while 1 indicates that all firms benefit from it all
the year long. Figure 1 shows the roll-out of Broadband Internet for all urban-units
in mainland France, from 1998 to 2005. The dark areas represent a large degree of
coverage (a high Zut). In 2000, those are confined to the few major cities of France,
surrounded by a large majority of no-ADSL territories. By 2003, the treatment has
largely spread to lower scale-municipalities, although large parts of France remain
dependent on the old technology.

3 Model

Motivated by empirical evidence I document on search frictions in French credit mar-
kets (Appendix B.2), I present a partial equilibrium model of firm-bank matching and
inter-regional credit flows based that incorporates realistic geographic aspects. The
model features two-sided heterogeneity – bank branches and firms – and information
frictions of two kinds; First, informational asymmetries affect banks ability to screen
projects. Second, search frictions hinder firms ability to locate and match with the
right financing partner, as in Eaton et al. (2018) and Lenoir et al. (2018).11 The model
captures the key empirical evidence presented in section B. In the following sections,
I start by summarizing the main assumptions; Then, I derive analytical predictions on
aggregate credit flows and firm-bank matching.

Zit = ∑
b∈i

# days with access in b since Jan 1st of t
#days in year t

× areabt

∑b∈i areabt
(1)

Z̃it will be equal to one if all of its areas have had access for the entire year. It will be equal to 1/2 if
the entire city has had access to broadband over half the year t.

11This model is inspired by the recent trade literature that emphasise the role of search frictions in
international goods market. Here, I model bank credit as a special kind of good that require buyer-
supplier search and matching and involve no traditional transportation cost.
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3.1 Setup

There are a large number of local submarkets in the economy, indexed by u = 1,...,N
, each inhabited by an exogenous mass of entrepreneurs (SMEs) and bank branches.
In what follows, I use u to refer to the submarket in which a bank branch is located
(the origin submarket) and v to refer to the submarket in which the branch customer
is located (the destination submarket) . In this economy, a single good is consumed by
entrepreneurs and provided by bank branches into perfectly substitute varieties: bank
credit.

Figure 2: Bank Branch Size

Notes: This figure displays the distribution of bank branch size for the last quarter of 2005, for all
banks with at least 5 clients. Formally, it shows scatter plot of the log (Size) against the log (Rank). I
compute the size of a branch as its number of clients. Bank branches are ranked by size: #1 being the
largest branch, #2 the second largest, and so on.

Supply side. There is a continuum of bank branches in each submarket u, of measure
Nu = Su · z−θ

min, with Su indicates the size of the submarket. Bank branches produce
and provide credit with a single factor constant return-to-scale production function12.
For the sake of simplicity, I make no distinction between short-term and long-term
loans and I do not model more complex credit types as leasing or factoring. Bank

12Constant return-to-scale technology for bank branches seems to be a reasonable assumption as
it has been documented for large financial institutions (McAllister and McManus, 1993); However,
increasing return-to-scale appears to better fit the data for most US banks, a fact further documented
in Wheelock and Wilson (2012). Using increasing rather than constant return-to-scale does not affect
the predictions of the model.
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branches operating in submarket u incur an exogenous input unit cost cu, that en-
compasses the branch office rent, loan officer wage or marketing expenses, among
others. The productivity of a bank branch bu located in submarket u is independently
drawn from a Pareto distribution of parameter θ and support [zmin,+∞[:

zbu ∼ Pareto (zmin, θ) (3)

This Pareto assumption is data driven: Figure 2 shows that the relationship between
branch log size – measured as its total numer of clients – and log rank is close to a
straight line with a slope close to 1.13 Thus, the number of bank branches located in
submarket u that can provide credit with efficiency above z writes Nu(z) = Su · z−θ.

Bank branches located in u additionally incur a variable cost duv when lending to a
firm located in a remote submarket v, which is a function of the physical distance
between submarkets u and v. This variable cost encompasses the fact that branches
located closer to borrowing firms enjoy a local comparative advantage, stemming
from a better knowledge of the local economic environment and actors. Thus, bank
branches market power arises from this proximity to local borrowers and erodes over
distance (Degryse and Ongena, 2005).

Demand side. Each submarket u is populated with a continuum of ex-ante hetero-
geneous entrepreneurs (or SMEs) with an investment project I, of size normalized to
one, and no cash. Entrepreneurs differ in their productivity ze. The productivity of
an entrepreneur eu located in submarket u, is independently drawn from a Pareto
distribution of parameter γ and support [z f

min,+∞[:

zeu ∼ Pareto (z f
min, γ) (4)

such as the number of firms in a submarket writes Fu = Su · z f
min
−γ14. In order to

start their investment project, entrepreneurs need to raise external finance from banks
– which is the only source of external finance available for small firms. Because of
search frictions, it is difficult to locate the right banking partner; as a consequence, an
entrepreneur has to undergo costly search process.

Search and matching. I build on Eaton et al. (2018) where matching between buy-
ers and sellers is random. Each entrepreneur meets with a discrete number of bank
branches, some located in their own submarket, some located remotely. This ran-

13Here branch size is used as a proxy of branch productivity, which can’t be measured accurately.
14I remain agnostic about the entrepreneur production function that can be either Cobb-Douglas or

CES, without altering the model predictions.
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dom search process is a reduce form for the active search for banking partners: en-
trepreneurs need to gather information about bank branches characteristics, contact
loan officers and, finally, physically meet with them to get a price quote.
Formally, the discrete number of branches met in submarket u is drawn into the dis-
tribution Nu = Su · z−θ

min. This implies that the number of branches met with efficiency
higher than z is drawn in Nu(z). As a consequence, the set of potential lenders drawn
by entrepreneur eu is the random variable Θeu , which is the sum of potential banking
partners met in each of the N submarkets. Θeu reflects the strength of search frictions
affecting the submarket u; in a frictionless world, each entrepreneur from u would
meet with all bank branches in the economy and, in turn, would end up applying for
a credit from their optimal banking partner (i.e. the first-best match)15. In decentral-
ized credit markets with search frictions hindering the number of meetings and price
quotes, the first-best match is not always feasible as an entrepreneur may never meet
with the right loan officer.

In Eaton et al. (2018) and Lenoir et al. (2018), there is no firm heterogeneity and
the likelihood to meet with a supplier from v is the same for all the firms in u. I
instead assume that entrepreneurs heterogeneity matters and reflects the fact that
more productive entrepreneurs incur lower search costs. I model the search process as
independent draws in the distribution of bank branches; each bank branch bu located
in u has the probability zevκuv to be drawn by entrepreneur ev located in v. zev stands
for the firm productivity (normalized such that zev ∈ [0, 1]). κuv (also ∈ [0, 1]) can be
interpreted as a pair-specific u-v inverse measure of the strength of search frictions.
Formally, P[bu ∈ Θev ] = zevκuv and Θev(u), the number of bank branches from u met
by an entrepreneur from v, follows a binomial law such that:

Card(Θev(u)) = zevκuv · Suz−θ
min (5)

Under the Poisson limit theorem, the binomial law of parameters (zevκuv, Svz−θ
min) can

be approximated by a Poisson law of parameter zevκuv · Svz−θ
min; this approximation is

used in the rest of the analysis. This modelling has two major implications. First, more
productive firms will, mechanically, meet with more bank branches, not only locally
but also in distant submarkets. De facto, productive entrepreneurs are more likely
to find a good match among Θev while entrepreneurs with a low productivity may
end up with only a few bad quotes. Second, heterogeneity in κuv across submarkets

15Note that, without search frictions, all entrepreneurs located in the same submarket may end up
applying for credit from the exact same bank branch, if only branch productivity matters (Cerqueiro
et al. (2011) shows that branch heterogeneity goes far beyond productivity). This will lead to positive
assortative matching and directed search.
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implies that entrepreneurs’ search will be biased geographically toward submarkets
in which search frictions are low. An important feature of the search process is that
bank branches heterogeneity does not affect the probability of meeting; in particular,
there is no directed search toward the most productive branches. I argue that this
is a reasonable assumption, given the fact that branch characteristics (specialization,
growth rate, etc.) as well as loan officer background, preferences and bargaining
ability are difficult to assess from an outsider. This echoes Cerqueiro et al. (2011)
notion of loan officer discretion in the loan rate setting process, especially for small and
opaque businesses. Gathering information about how much a bank branch will be a
good fit turns out to be costly and complex, so I assume that branch characteristics
are ex-ante unobserved and do not affect the meeting probability.

Conditional on meeting with a loan officer in u, entrepreneur ev pitches its invest-
ment project and get a price quote. I assume a simplistic bank pricing strategy (bank
branches always price at their marginal cost, as in a perfect competition framework)
and a reduced-form cost function that depends on both branch and entrepreneur
productivity, exogenous unit cost cu and transportation cost duv. The interest rate
offered by bank branch bu to lend to the entrepreneur ev writes rbu,ev = cuduv

zev zbu

16. First,
the interest rate increases with duv, a function of branch-firm distance, and the unit
cost of production. Second, loan rates are negatively correlated to both branch and
entrepreneur productivity. This negative relationship between prices and branch pro-
ductivity summarizes and aggregates all the costs linked to information asymmetries
faced by the loan officer: screening and monitoring, that play a key role in most of
bank-firm matching models (Hauswald and Marquez, 2003; Vivès and Ye, 2021) where
monitoring and screening is more costly for a bank if there is more distance between
its expertise and the entrepreneur’s project characteristics.

The assumption of bank branches pricing at their marginal cost is strong, in particular
in a context of credit markets subject to informational asymmetries. As pointed out
in Lenoir et al. (2018), an alternative is to assume that bank branches compete à la
Bertrand: the branch that offers the best contract terms doesn’t price at its marginal
cost, but equals the marginal cost of the branch with the second best offer. Another
alternative is to assume a Nash bargaining equilibrium in which the branch with the
best offer and the entrepreneur share the surplus of the match. Under the assumption
of inelastic demand, competition à la Bertrand and Nash bargaining do not affect the

16The bank branch bu program writes: Πu = zmatchKr − Kcuduv with zmatch = f (zbu , zev). I assume
a multiplicative reduced-form expression for f (zbu , zev) which is common in the labor literature where
the productivity of a worker-firm match is simply the product of both productivities.
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model predictions about firm-branch matching. Since firm-branch matching is the
main outcome of my model, I keep the marginal cost pricing assumption for the sake
of simplicity.

After meeting with all the loan officers in Θev , the entrepreneur ev decides to match
with the one offering the best contract terms (i.e. lowest interest rate). The interest
rate paid by ev writes:

rev = argmin
bu∈Θev

{ cuduv

zbu zev

} (6)

The poisson search process combined with the Pareto distribution of brank branches
size allows an analytical formula for rev . Eaton et al. (2018) demonstrates that the as-
sumption of Poissons draws into a Pareto distribution delivers a Weibull distribution
for the minimum interest rate introduced in equation 6. Formally:

P
(
rev ≤ r

)
= Wev(r) = 1− exp

(
− rθzθ+1

ev

N

∑
u=1

Su · (cuduv)
−θκuv

)
(7)

Conditional on r fixed, entrepreneurs in submarket v obtain on average a best offer if
the level of competition is high (i.e. ∑N

u=1 Su · (cuduv)−θ is large), due to the proximity
with vast and crowded submarkets. In the same vein, the lower the search frictions
faced by entrepreneurs in v (i.e. the greater κuv) the better the contract terms will be,
on average. Finally, the entrepreneur’s productivity directly impacts on the likelihood
to be matched with a branch that offers a low interest rate because more productive
entrepreneurs draw a larger set Θev of potential lenders that somehow compensates
the adverse effect of search frictions. Note that a larger θ also alleviates the negative
impact of search frictions, but mostly in favor of less productive entrepreneurs: in-
deed, less heterogeneity between bank branches advantages the entrepreneurs with
the least price quotes.

3.2 Predictions

In this section, I derive a number of theoretical predictions about i) the magnitude of
aggregate credit flows between any two submarkets, ii) firm-branch matching and iii)
the number of clients by bank branch along the distribution of branch’s productivity.
I then investigate how a shock on search frictions modifies those predictions.
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3.2.1 Aggregate Credit Flows

In Appendices B.1 and B.3, I document the existence of inter submarket lending:
while most of the credit is distributed locally, with borrowers and lenders located in
the same urban unit, some branches operate in remote submarkets. Let Πuv be the
share of credit granted in submarket v by bank branches located in submarket u (over
the total credit borrowed by firms in v). As all investment projects share the same size,
normalized to one, the expected share of credit distributed in v by branches located
in u is the sum over all entrepreneurs in v of a dummy variable equal to one if the
entrepreneur is matched with a branch in u, zero otherwise:

Πuv =
∑Fv

ev=1 I{M(ev) = u}

∑Fv
ev=1 1

(8)

where M(ev) = u indicates that entrepreneur ev decides to match with a branch from
u. Lenoir et al. (2018) shows that using the law of large numbers, Πuv is equal to the
expected value of I{M(ev) = u} across entrepreneurs in v, which is the probability
that the best contract terms offered to any entrepreneur in v comes from a branch u.
Here, a crucial condition is that random variables I{M(ev) = u} are independent and
identically distributed, which is straightforward if entrepreneurs are ex-ante identical.
In my case, with entrepreneur’s heterogeneity, I show that this condition holds as the
likelihood to ultimately match with a submarket u does not depend on zev . Thus,
equation 8 writes:

Πuv = Eev

[
I{M(ev) = u}

]
= P

[
{M(ev) = u}

]
(9)

I consider a level of price r (and a level of productivity zev) fixed. Let Du,ev(r), be
the number of branches from u met by entrepreneur ev that propose an interest rate
below r, formally Du,ev(r) = zθ+1

ev rθSu(cuduv)θκev . Then:

P
[
{ M(ev) = u}|r

]
=

∫
Dev (r)>0 P

[
{ M(ev) = u}|r, Dev(r)

]
dF(Dev(r))∫

Dev (r)>0 1 dF(Dev(r))
(10)

In equation 10, the numerator can be interpreted as the discrete sum over all the total
possible number of draws Dev(r) = n, of all the possible combinations of draws from
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u, i.e. nu, among n. This leads to:

P
[
{ M(ev) = u}|r

]
=

+∞

∑
n=1

n

∑
nu=0

[
P
[
{ M(ev) = u}|r, Du,ev(r) = nu, Dk 6=u,ev(r) = n− nu

]
×P

[
Du,ev(r) = nu

]
×P

[
Dk 6=u,ev(r) = n− nu

]]

×P
[

Dev(r) > 0
]−1

(11)

After some calculations, I obtain the following equation for Πuv, at r fixed:

P
[
{ M(ev) = u}|r

]
=

zθ+1
ev κuvSu(cuduv)−θ

zθ+1
ev ∑N

k=1 κkvSk(ckdkv)−θ

× 1− exp
(
− rθzθ+1

ev

N

∑
u=1

Su · (cuduv)
−θκuv

)
×P

[
Dev(r) > 0

]−1
(12)

Note that P[Dev(r) > 0] = P[rev < r], the probability for the minimum price quote to
be lower than p, for which an analytical formula is given by equation 7, leading to the
following simplification for equation 11 :

P
[
{ M(ev) = u}|r

]
=

zθ+1
ev κuvSu(cuduv)−θ

∑N
k=1 zθ+1

ev κkvSk(ckdkv)−θ
(13)

First, equation 13 indicates that the likelihood for an entrepreneur located in v to
match with a bank branch from u does not vary along the distribution of productivity.
When zev increases, the number of branches drawn by ev in u mechanically increases
but so do the number of branches drawn in others competing submarkets (∀k 6= u),
which results in a constant probability of matching with u. Entrepreneur productivity
only impacts the contract terms, not the destination of the match. Second, under the
assumption that Pareto distributions of bank branches productivity share the same
shape parameter θ across submarkets, P[{ M(ev) = u}|r] is the same for each price
quote r. Thus, the structural expression for the share of credit distributed in v by
branches located in u is:

Πuv = Eev

[
{I M(ev) = u}

]
=

κuvSu(cuduv)−θ

∑N
k=1 κkvSk(ckdkv)−θ

(14)
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Two forces are at stake: i) the relative magnitude of search frictions between submar-
kets u and v with respect to the magnitude of search frictions affecting all the other
potential submarkets k 6= u and ii) the relative size and efficiency of the submarket
u compared to submarkets sizes and efficiencies in the rest of the economy. From,
equation 15, I derive two predictions about aggregate credit flows and the impact of
a shock on search frictions κuv.

Prediction 1: Gravity Equation for Bank Credit. As shown in Lenoir et al. (2018), a
log-linearization of equation 15 delivers a gravity equation for the share of credit
distributed in v by branches located in u:

log Πuv = log κuv − θ · log duv + FEv + FEu (15)

where FEu stands for log Suc−θ
u and FEv equals −log ∑N

k=1 κkvSk(ckdkv)
−θ. Gravity

equations are not common in the finance literature, with notable exceptions for cross-
border equity flows (Portes and Rey, 2005), bonds ans bank holdings (Coeurdacier and
Martin, 2009). Recently, Okawa and van Wincoop (2012) proposed a theoretical foun-
dation of a gravity equation for cross-border asset holdings gravity including financial
frictions in the form of informational asymmetries about assets future returns. To the
best of my knowledge, this paper is the first to propose a structural gravity equation
for within-country bank credit flows with two types of informational asymmetries.

Prediction 2: A Shock on Search Frictions. I investigate the effect of a reduction of
bilateral search frictions – e.g. the development of Broadband Internet and online
banking services – on aggregate credit flows. First-order condition of equation 15
with respect to κuv leads to:

∂ ln Πuv

∂ κuv
=

∂ ln κuv

∂ κuv︸ ︷︷ ︸
(a)

+
[
− ∂ ln ∑N

k=1 κkvSk(ckdkv)
−θ

∂ κuv︸ ︷︷ ︸
(b)

]
(16)

Two opposite mechanisms are at stake. First, a reduction of search frictions has a
direct and strictly positive effect (a) on bilateral credit flows. This connectivity effect re-
flects the fact that it becomes less costly for entrepreneurs located in v to gather infor-
mation about bank branches and loan officers in u and to meet with them. Formally,
the likelihood of meeting with a bank branch from u increases for each entrepreneur
in v; i.e. there will be in average more bank branches from u in Θev . Second, the
competition effect (b) captures the increasing competition between bank branches, con-
ditional on being met, induced by the higher number of potential banking partners.
The expression (b) rewrites Su(cuduv)−θ

∑N
k=1 κkvSk(ckdkv)−θ

≥ 0, such that the competition effect is
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negative and may compensate the direct effect of connectivity. Equation 16 simplifies
in:

∂ ln Πuv

∂ κuv
=

1
κuv
− Su(cuduv)−θ

∑N
k=1 κkvSk(ckdkv)−θ

≥ 0 (17)

Note that the effect of a reduction of search frictions κuv in heterogeneous across
submarkets u. The larger or closer a submarket, the smaller the total impact. This
captures the fact that large and nearby submarket already benefits from a visibility
advantage; entrepreneurs in v easily meet with bankers from those very accessible
and visible submarkets which, in turn, are able to offer attractive contract terms. In
contrast, small and remote submarkets benefit more for a reduction of search frictions.

3.2.2 Branch-Entrepreneur Matching

I investigate the matching process between an entrepreneur located in v and any
bank branch located in the N submarkets. I derive predictions about (i) the number
and the quality of entrepreneurs that ultimately match with a particular bank branch
and (ii) the impact of a reduction of search frictions on the matching equilibrium.
Both predictions can be confronted to firm-branch relationship data from the Credit
Register and to motivating empirical work presented in Appendix B.

Prediction 3: Positive Assortative Matching. I consider a bank branch located in u and its
likelihood Fbu(ev) to lend to the entrepreneur ev located in v as a result of the search
and matching process. Fbu(ev) can be decomposed as the likelihood for entrepreneur
ev to draw and meet with bu and then, the likelihood for bu to be the lowest cost
supplier. Formally:

Fbu(ev) = P
(

bu ∈ Θev

)
×P

(
argmin

Θev

{ cuduv

zbu zev

} = bu

)
= P

(
bu ∈ Θev

)
×
(

1−P(rev < rbu)
)

(18)

From equation 7 for minimum price distribution, I have an analytical formula for
P(rev ≤ rbu)

17. By definition of the random search process, P(bu ∈ Θev) = zevκuv.
Thus, the model delivers the following expression for the likelihood that ev ultimately
decide to borrow from bu, namely Fbu(ev):

Fbu(ev) = zevκuv × exp
(
− (cuduv)

θz−θ
bu

zev

N

∑
u=1

Su · (cuduv)
−θκuv

)
(19)

17I made the usual approximation that P(rev ≤ rbu) ≈ P(rev < rbu)
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The likelihood of a match between branch bu and entrepreneur ev strictly increases in
zbu and zev . The branch productivity has a simple and direct effect via the attractive-
ness of the price quote while the entrepreneur productivity has two distinct impacts:
a direct positive effect on the meeting likelihood that appears in the first part of equa-
tion 19 and a negative but smaller effect – in the exponential term – that captures
a competition effect (conditional on meeting, the likelihood of being the lowest cost
bank branch decreases with the number of other branches met). This indicates a pos-
itive assortative matching between very productive branches and entrepreneurs. On
the contrary, low-productivity bank offices are likely to match only with unproduc-
tive entrepreneurs that do not enjoy a large set of potential partners. This is consistent
with empirical evidence from the Probit regression presented in section B: the prod-
uct of branch and firm size is positively correlated with branch-firm matching, as the
branch growth rate is.

Prediction 4: Firm-Branch Matching and Search Frictions. The first-order condition of
equation 19 with respect to κuv indicates how the matching process is affected by a
shock on bilateral search frictions between any two submarkets u and v.

∂ ln Fbu(ev)

∂ κuv
=

∂ ln (zevκuv)

∂ κuv︸ ︷︷ ︸
(a)

− (cuduv)
θz−θ

bu
zev

N

∑
k=1

Sk · (ckduk)
−θ ∂ κkv

∂ κuv︸ ︷︷ ︸
(b)

Similar to Prediction 2, the impact of a reduction of search frictions is twofold, with a
direct and positive connectivity effect (a) and an indirect and negative competition effect
(b). The connectivity effect captures the enhanced visibility of the bank branch. The
competition effect reflects the fact that, conditional on being drawn, it becomes more
difficult to offer the lowest price quote. Those two antagonistic effects are analogous
to the visibility and competition channels described by Lenoir et al. (2018) in the context
of international trade. Equation 20 offers a reduced-form expression that summarizes
both effects:

∂ ln Fbu(ev)

∂ κuv
=

1
κuv
− Suzev

zθ
bu

(20)

The impact of search frictions varies along the distribution of branch productivity.
High-productivity branches (high zbu) benefit more form the reduction of search
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costs as the direct impact dominates the competition effect: those large and effi-
cient branches located in v now meet with much more entrepreneurs from v and,
conditional on being met, enjoy a dominant position compared to smaller and less
productive branches when it comes to offer attractive contact terms. Their likelihood
to be the lowest price quote and, then, to ultimately be chosen, increases. On the
contrary, low-productivity branches that previously benefited from the low level of
competition (i.e. few other branches drawn from u) are now exposed to a tougher
rivalry.

3.3 Discussion

In the model, banks are relatively passive, contrary to what is usually assumed in the
banking literature where search frictions are absent (Matutes and Vives, 1996; Cordella
and Levy Yeyati, 2002; Hauswald and Marquez, 2003, 2006). In particular, loan officers
price credit loans at their marginal price and do not actively search or compete for
customers. They meet with potential borrowers, screen their investment project and
offer a price. I argue that those simplifying assumptions not only allow to make the
model very tractable, but also make sense in the context of local credit markets for
SMEs financing. The firms I consider here are (very) small ones that are not likely to
be spontaneously approached by bankers: surveys actually show that small firms are
often the one bearing the search cost (FED, 2014). Second, a part of the competition
between banks may occur at a national level (advertising, marketing, etc.) rather than
at the local level where bank branches are meeting points between firm demand and
bank supply of credit. However, the model could be enriched with a more sophisti-
cated pricing strategy. A solution would be to assume that bank branches compete à
la Bertrand: the branch that offers the best contract terms doesn’t price at its marginal
cost, but equals the marginal cost of the branch with the second best offer, but, under
the assumption of inelastic demand, competition à la Bertrand would not affect the
model predictions about firm-branch matching.

Another key aspect of my theoretical approach is that bank branching strategy is not
modelled: the number and the location of bank branches is exogenous. While bank
branches management is out of the scope of this paper, I take this into account in my
empirical analysis, with a dyadic measure of the supply of branches belonging to the
same bank in each pair of cities.
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4 Empirical Context

In this section, I provide a description of my empirical strategy. I exploit the stag-
gered deployment of Broadband Internet in France between 1998 and 2005 as a large
scale quasi-natural experiment to study the impact of a reduction of search frictions
on credit markets. First, I present the technological and institutional context of Broad-
band Internet diffusion in France. Second, I document the adoption of ICTs by French
banks and How high-speed Internet is likely to reduce search frictions for SMEs.
Third, I discuss the identification strategy and propose a new IV for Broadband Inter-
net deployment.

4.1 The Rise of Online Banking

In the early 2000’s, the large diffusion of ICTs represented a profound change for the
banking industry and Broadband Internet was the catalyst for this numerical transfor-
mation. As digitization proceeded apace, the dimensions of banks’ digital evolution
varied among segments and products. Digitization became the norm for retail credit
processes with personal-loan applications submitted with a few swipes on a mobile
phone, and time to cash can now be as short as a few minutes (McKinsey, 2018).
Not only transaction costs decreased: the rise of online price comparison services
and brokers allows individuals to search for the best banking partner in a faster and
more efficient way18. The combination of both transaction and search costs reduction
resulted in a severe disruption of search frictions for individuals.

Regarding corporate credit and SME lending, the situation is mixed. The loan officer
remains the most relevant interlocutor and the ultimate decision-maker in SME lend-
ing, as He is ideally suited to understand client’s specific needs and characteristics
as well as local market and industry performance, leaving little room for automation.
The complexity of loan pricing for SMEs also prevents the use of online brokers or
interest rate comparison websites. However, ICTs affected many aspects of the firm-
bank relationship, especially for SMEs: recent survey on UK SMEs (Ernst and Young,
2018) shows that financial services used by SMEs are mainly online banking (85%)
and second, branch-based banking (43%), emphasizing the growing importance of
digitization. Among other examples, emails allow firms to easily contact a loan of-
ficer, online data and document sharing speeds up the meeting process and reduces
transaction costs. Bank websites are showcases designed to attract new customers and

18Mortgage lending is more complex due to regulatory constraints, yet banks in many developed
markets have managed to digitize large parts of the mortgage journey. More than one bank has set an
aspiration to automate 95 % of retail underwriting decisions.
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provide information about financial products. Finally, customer online areas facilitate
communication.

In order to document the fact that French banks had started their digital transition
process at the beginning of the 2000’s, I gather new data on large French bank adop-
tion of ICTs; First, I check the existence of the bank website with a firm customer
area before 2000 (using the waybackmachine.com website). Second, I collect the ex-
act date of the domain name creation (available on nom-domaine.fr). The six largest
French banks, which represent around 90% of the total amount of credit granted to
firms, were already active online at the beginning of the 2000’s, with a sophisticated
website, while their domain name were registered in average in the mid-90’s, show-
ing an early preoccupation for online visibility. In particular, the average website
demonstrate the willingness of banks to improve the accessibility of basic but crucial
information to their future SME clients: in a few clicks, it was possible for a new client
to get an appointment, find all the bank branches in the area or to ask for information
about financial products and services. For each bank branch, the phone number, the
contact email and the physical address were immediately available. This represents a
sharp reduction of search costs born by the entrepreneur.

4.2 The diffusion of Broadband Internet in France

4.2.1 The ADSL technology

The ADSL (Asymmetric Digital Subscriber Line) is a data communication technology
that enables fast data transmission over copper telephone lines (much faster than what
a conventional voiceband modem could provide). In the ADSL technology, band-
width and bit rate are said to be asymmetric, meaning greater towards the customer
premises (downstream) than the reverse (upstream). Eligibility for ADSL depends on
the distance between the final customer (e.g. home or office) and the Local Exchange
(LEs), since the intensity and the quality of the analog signal decreases as it is routed
over the copper lines. Local Exchanges are the telephone exchanges owned by the
incumbent operator France Télécom (later renamed Orange) into which subscribers’
telephone lines end. As of 2008, there were about 17 000 LEs spread throughout the
country. Initially dedicated to the telephone network, LEs are essential for Internet
users who subscribe to ADSL as they aggregate local traffic and then direct it via the
so-called backbone (i.e. higher levels of the network) towards the world wide web.
A key feature of the ADSL technology is that one can supply high-speed Internet
by upgrading the LE while relying on the existing (copper) local loop to connect the
premises of the final customers. The upgrading involves the installation of an equip-
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ment inside the LE called a DSLAM (Digital subscriber line access multiplexer) that is
required in order to recover the data transmitted via ADSL on the local copper loop
and adapt it so it can be transmitted to the higher levels of the network (which are
typically relying on optical fiber). The upgrading of local LEs is the key source of
variation I will use in my empirical analysis.

4.2.2 The ADSL roll-out in France

The ADSL technology became popular during the 1990s, as many OECD countries
were planning the expansion of services related to information and communications
technology. In the early 2000s in France, the deployment of the technology beyond
France’s largest cities was slow. The causes for this staggered deployment are multi-
ple. First, France Telecom (FT), the monopolistic telecom supplier at the time and still
the main supplier today, was unsure as to whether it was going to be able to make
the upgraded infrastructure available to new competitors with a positive markup or
not. The uncertainty regarding the wholesale price FT was going to be able to charge
made the firm reluctant to upgrade LEs beyond the largest cities (see Sénat, 2002,
p.232). This uncertainty was lifted after a series of decisions by the regulatory agency
set the conditions of that wholesale market (Arcep, 2002). Moreover, at the same
time France Telecom had to invest massively in upgrading its LEs to ADSL, it went
through a debt crisis which ended with what was essentially a government bailout in
2002. One can find anecdotal evidence of the impatience of the French government
in accounts of Parliamentary debate (at the Senate) regarding the excessively slow ex-
pansion of broadband internet (Tregouet, 2001) and the difficult cooperation between
the French government (the Ministry in charge of the Industry) and France Télécom.
Under the impulse of the government – which increased its stake in the firm during
the 2002 bailout of the firm – France Telecom pledged in 2003 to cover 90% of the
French (metropolitan) population by the end of 2005, i.e. all local exchanges (LEs)
with more than 1000 lines, for a total investment of 600 M euros (750 M euros in 2018
prices) (Telecom, 2003).
Overall, the account of the broadband expansion in France over the period suggests
that it was gradual due to uncertainty regarding the capacity of France Telecom to
undergo the investment until 2002. After 2002, with the strong impulse of the gov-
ernment, France Telecom started covering more secondary areas with a focus on the
overall number of lines per LE with only limited attention paid to local economic
potential. While accelerated, the coverage remained gradual due to operational limits
on the part of FT and took about 2 more years than anticipated in 2003.
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4.3 Identification and Instrumental Variable

Similar to Malgouyres et al. (2019), my identification strategy is based the gradual
diffusion of the new technology in different LEs over space and time. Note that the
question of what were the criteria for deciding to treat one LE before another has
been studied in Malgouyres et al. (2019). Empirical evidence shows that the main
determinant of Broadband-Internet expansion was the city-level population density,
with no role for levels or trends in the economic patterns of the city, and was slow
down by the sunk cost of upgrading the infrastructure, consistent with statistical
analysis19.

In this paper, I propose an instrument variable strategy based on a theoretical optimal
investment plan for infrastructure upgrading. The ADSL technology combines local
copper loops and a large optic fiber network. Thus, when France Télécom decided
to connect a specific city with Broadband Internet, the total cost of the project was
twofold: the cost of upgrading the LE and the connection cost between the LE and the
global optical cable network, which depends on the physical distance between the LE
and the closest optic fiber cable. On the other hand, the gain for the internet supplier
to upgrade a LE was proportional to the number of inhabitants newly connected. My
optimal theoretical investment plan opposes the connection costs to the connection
gains for each city. The gains are the number of potential clients (measured before
1999) reached consequent to a LE upgrading and I use the distance (in km) to the
closest optic fiber as a proxy of the connection costs.

[FIGURE 11 ABOUT HERE]

A key feature of this instrumental variable strategy lies in the exogeneity of the dis-
tance between a LE and the closest optical fiber cable, as the optic fiber network con-
struction was anterior to the ADSL expansion. The network has been built, in part,
by other economic actors, before 1998 and for a completely different purpose. Indeed,
highway firms and the French railway company (SNCF) installed optic fiber cables
along the lines (respectively, the roadsides) for fast data transmission: surveillance
videos, internal communications, etc. France Télécom leased the existing infrastruc-
ture to those company in order to faster Broadband expansion. Figure 11 displays the
location of around 13,000 Local Exchanges, highways and railroads already existing

19In particular, the authors highlight the fact that broadband expansion occurring to maximize pop-
ulation coverage with no special consideration for economic potential is strongly supported by a statis-
tical analysis of the determinants of broadband coverage that is carried out in their paper. Different to
their paper, my treatment is continuous and I can’t rely on a dynamic event-study approach and check
for the pre-trends. For this reason, I propose an IV strategy for the timing of Broadband expansion.
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before the beginning of Broadband Internet expansion in France. For each LE, I com-
pute the shortest geodesic distance to a highway or a railroad, and use this as a proxy
of connection costs.

[FIGURE 12 ABOUT HERE]

Formally, I predict the optimal connection rank R̂i for the Local Exchange i, only taking
into account two presumably exogenous measures of costs and gains. I use this opti-
mal connection rank R̂i in place of the observed rank Ri to predict the theoretical year
of connection, and, thus, Ẑit. As a consequence, the optimal connection rank is not
polluted by concomitant or correlated economic shocks that may affect the connection
timing and only depends on preexisting and time-unvarying city characteristics:

Ri = α + β1 ·Densityi,1998 + β2 · Shortest Distancei,1998 + εi︸︷︷︸
Endogeneous part

R̂i = α̂ + β̂1 ·Densityi,1998 + β̂2 · Shortest Distancei,1998

Figure 12 shows the rank correlation between optimal versus observed connection
ranks. The combination of exogenous connection gains and costs have a strong predic-
tive power, with a R-square close to 0.70. Finally, the mapping between the predicted
connection rank R̂i and the connectivity variable Ẑit follows the correspondence be-
tween Ri and Zit observed in the data, such that Ẑit and Zit also display a strong
positive correlation. Finally, I define the degree of connection between two urban
units as Cuvt = Zvt × Zut. Cuvt belongs to [0, 1]. This measure captures the ability for
firms located in u to locate and communicate with bank branches located in v, using
the world wide web. My instrument variable strategy delivers a similar measure of
between urban unit connectivity named Ĉuvt = Ẑvt × Ẑut

5 Empirical Approach

In this section, I describe my empirical approach. I test the three main predictions
from the model: (i) inter-regional credit flows follow a gravity equation, (ii) the Broad-
band Internet roll-out affects inter-regional flows through a reduction in search fric-
tions and finally (iii) the Broadband Internet roll-out affects firm-branch matching.

5.1 Gravity Equation for Aggregate Credit Flows

I use data on bilateral credit exposure from the Credit Register, aggregated at the
urban-unit level for all single-city SMEs in my sample, in order to compute bilateral
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credit shares Πuvt. Πuvt is the amount of credit granted by bank branches located in
u to SMEs located in v, over the total credit stock of SMEs in v. Πuvt lies in [0, 1], 0
indicates that none of the firms located in v borrow credit from a bank branch located
in u at date t (i.e. the aggregate credit flow from v to u is null). On the contrary, Πuvt

equals 1 implies that firms in v are fully financed by branches in u. In an economy
without inter-regional exchanges, all Πuvt would equal 0, except Πuut as all firms
would be financed by local bank branches. Alternatively, I use other measures of
flows to distinguish between the extensive and the intensive margin: the total amount
of credit granted to firms in v by branches in u, the average loan granted, the number
of firms in v financed by u or the share of firms financed by u.

Baseline Specification. A very broad literature in international trade studies the
gravity equation and its estimation (see Head and Mayer, 2014 for an overview). San-
tos Silva and Tenreyro (2006, 2011) show that the Pseudo-Poisson Maximum Like-
lihood (PPML) estimator, introduced by Gourieroux et al. (1984), is a promising
workhorse for the estimation of gravity equations, in particular in the presence of
many zeros. It is perfectly suited for the estimation of multiplicative models, with-
out log-linearization of the dependent variable.20 I adopt this standard approach
and rely on the new estimator for pseudo-poisson regression models with multiple
high-dimensional fixed-effects developed by Correia et al. (2019). Formally, I estimate
equation 15 in its multiplicative form:

Yuvt = exp
[

ln Svt + ln Mut + β1 ln distuv + β2ln Xuvt

]
+ εuvt (21)

where Yuvt is the bilateral dependent variable (credit flows, shares, number of clients
served, etc.) aggregated at the urban-unit level. u, v and t are indices for origin (the
urban unit from which the bank branches operate), destination (the urban unit in
which the borrowing firms are located) and time. Svt and Mut are the origin urban
unit × year and the destination urban unit × year fixed effects; fixed-effects ensure
the theoretical restrictions implied by structural gravity are satisfied. Xuvt is a vector
of time-varying pair characteristics (e.g. trade of goods between urban units u and v,
dummy variable for belonging to the same department, region, etc.) that may affect
firm-bank matching and financial decisions. Finally, I do not include a pair specific
fixed effect as my goal is to identify the coefficient β1 associated with physical distance
distuv between u and v. Here, the physical distance captures both the monitoring costs

20The PPML estimator identifies the coefficients using the same first-order conditions that are used
by the ML estimator derived from the Poisson distribution, however it does not require the dependant
variable to be Poisson distributed (Fally, 2015)
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and the search frictions: according to my model and consistent to gravity estimation
in international trade and finance, β1 should be negative.

Impact of Broadband Internet Diffusion. I study the impact of a reduction of search
frictions on aggregate credit flows using the staggered diffusion of Broadband Inter-
net, i.e. prediction 16 of the model. I impose the following functional form for log
κuvt = γ Cuvt + $Xuvt + εuvt. Inspired by the international trade literature that inves-
tigate the impact of time-varying trade policies as trade agreements, I consistently
identify the effect of time-varying connectivity between urban units using a dynamic
PPML estimator with fixed-effect in a difference-in-difference setting. Namely, I add
to the baseline equation the time-varying variable of interest Iuvt that captures the
pair specific variation in online connectivity (the reduction of search frictions):

Yuvt = exp
[

ln Sut + ln Mvt + β1 ln distuv + β2 ln Xuvt + β3 Cuvt

]
+ εuvt (22)

The goal is to consistently estimate the average effect of Cuvt, a continuous variable
indicating the degree of internet connectivity between u and v, using a structural
gravity specification derived from the model. The origin × year and destination × year
fixed effects – Svt and Mut – are crucial as they absorb all the time-varying impacts
of Broadband Internet which are not pair specific21. Another widely used specifica-
tion includes dyadic fixed-effects, namely origin-destination FE, in order to absorb all
time-invariant pair characteristics that may be correlated with the likelihood of being
mutually connected. I propose an alternative version of specification 22 including
pair-specific fixed-effect: a direct consequence is that I cannot estimate the coefficient
β1 relating to the physical distance distuv in this specification.

PPML: Difference-in-Difference with Many Zeros? A key aspect of the empirical
strategy is based on the performance of the PPML estimator with multiple high-
dimensional fixed-effects. Santos Silva and Tenreyro (2011) shows that the PPML
estimator is well behaved (and outperforms the OLS) when the dependent variable
displays a large proportion of zeros, using a Monte-Carlo approach. In this paper, I
extend and adapt their simulation exercise to the exact case of my empirical setting.
Not only my estimating sample contains a vast majority of urban unit pairs that do not
exchange credit over the entire period 1998-2005 (more than 95% of the credit shares
equal zero) but also I have to deal with panel data and a difference-in-difference
approach. In Appendix C I present simulation evidence on the performance of the

21Broadband Internet not only affects search frictions, but might also impact urban unit sizes, ex-
ogenous production costs or branch and firms productivity – in this setting, that does not bias the β3
point estimate because of the urban units-time fixed-effects.
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PPML estimator when the panel data is generated by a constant elasticity model, with
(i) a large proportion of zeros, (ii) a time-varying shock and (iii) when all units are not
simultaneously treated. My results confirm and extend the findings of Santos Silva
and Tenreyro (2006, 2011), showing that both the PPML and the GPML estimators
are well behaved in the two cases considered. In particular, the coefficient of interest
β3 is consistently estimated with two-way unit × time fixed effects. These findings
are an additional reason that justify my empirical approach and the validity of my
estimation procedure.

5.2 Firm-Branch Matching

I then test how Broadband Internet diffusion affects the likelihood of firm-branch
matching and the number of remote firms from u financed by a bank branch located
in v. For this purpose, I leverage bank branch-level data in order to verify Prediction 4
in a dynamic event-study approach, similar to Malgouyres et al. (2019). I estimate a
dynamic specification where I allow the effect on a branch b located in city u at year
t, to vary with time-from-treatment.

The level of observation being a branch b located in city u, I’m able to discretize the
treatment status by setting treatment status to 1 after the city experienced its highest
increase in the predicted treatment variable Ẑcity-level

it . Formally, I define the year of
treatment as ti0 = argmaxt{∆Ẑcity-level

it } and discretized treatment status as 1{t ≥ ti0}.
The year of treatment for each city is denoted ti0. I index time-to-treatment with
d (negative before treatment, positive after). The sample covers the years 1998 to
2005, and I restrict the set of observations where d ∈ {−6,−5, ...,+4,+5}. The main
estimating equation is as follows:

Yb(u)t =
d=5

∑
d=−5
d 6=−1

βd × 1{t = d + t0u}+ x′utδ + αb(u) + ψr(u),t + εut (23)

where αb(u) and ψr(u),t are fixed effects for the branch b located in city i and for the de-
partment (of the city)-year, and x′ut is a vector of time-dependent city-level covariates.
I drop two indicator variables for d = −5 and d = −1. That restriction is necessary to
avoid multi-colinearity and to identify the fully-dynamic underlying data generating
process in the staggered design (Borusyak and Jaravel, 2017; Gross et al., 2018). To
ensure that this restriction is not influential in the results, I display results with alter-
native normalizations in the robustness section.
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The specification presented in equation (23) includes leads and lags. The inclusion
of leads allows us to assess the presence of pre-trends. We also estimate a simpler
“semi-dynamic” specification where only the lags of the treatment are included, as
presented in equation (24):

Yb(u)t =
d=5

∑
d=0

βd × 1{t = d + t0u}+ x′utδ + αv + ψr(u),t + εut (24)

The event-study coefficients β̂d estimated from equation (23) can be interpreted causally
under the identifying assumption that, conditional on receiving broadband over the
period considered and conditional on bank branch and city fixed-effects, the timing
of broadband roll-out is unrelated to the outcome. The presence of systematic local
factors that would drive both broadband and credit would be cause for concern. This
potential issue is investigated by assessing the sensitivity of the coefficients to the in-
clusion of a large set of controls and fixed effects meant to account for city and well
as local labor market shocks. Finally, the outcome variable Yb(u)t measures several
aspects of the branch lending activity: i) the average distance to clients, ii) the share
of remote clients (located outside the branch’s urban unit), and iii) the share of credit
granted remotely (i.e. to remote clients).

6 Results

This section presents the results. I first show that inter-regional credit flows follow
a gravity equation by estimating equation (21), using a pseudo-Poisson maximum
likelihood approach. Then, I estimate equation (22) and document an increase in
inter-regional credit flows triggered by the staggered roll-out of Broadband Internet,
associated with a reduction in search frictions. Finally, I estimate equation (23) to
document that Broadband Internet diffusion allows banks to match with new firms
located remotely. I show the results for different specifications and assess the robust-
ness of the results.

Gravity equation for aggregate trade flows. Table 2 shows the results for the esti-
mation of equation (21), using a pseudo-Poisson maximum likelihood approach de-
scribed in section 5.1. The dependant variable is the credit shares Πuvt, defined as the
amount of credit granted by bank branches located in u to SMEs located in v, over
the total credit stock of SMEs in v. Column (1) display the results with no control,
origin urban unit × year and destination urban unit × year fixed-effects. In columns
(2) to (5), I sequentially add pair-level controls: a dummy variable equal to 1 if both
the firm and the bank are located in the same region (région), in the same county
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(départment) and the lagged log of trade flows between counties. The coefficient of in-
terest β1, associated to the log of the distance between urban unit u and v, is negative
and close to -2. This magnitude implies that firms borrow credit from banks located
in a close-by urban unit nearly four times more than from similar banks located at
twice the distance. The distance coefficient decreases but remains close to -2 when I
consider banks and firms located within the same region or county, or when I control
by lagged trade flows in column (4) which is the baseline specification.

Table 2: Gravity Equation for Inter-regional Credit Flows

Share of credit in v borrowed from u: Πuvt

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5)

Log distance distuv -2.197∗∗∗ -1.966∗∗∗ -1.829∗∗∗ -1.765∗∗∗ -1.741∗∗∗

(0.004) (0.004) (0.004) (0.004) (0.004)

Same region 1.482∗∗∗

(0.018)

Same county 1.722∗∗∗ 0.803∗∗∗

(0.016) (0.023)

log (Trade Flows) 0.473∗∗∗ 0.304∗∗∗

(0.004) (0.006)

Origin (u) × Year FE Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Destination (v) × Year FE Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Origin-Destination FE No No No No No
R2 0.66 0.66 0.67 0.66 0.67
Observations 24,545,811 24,545,811 24,545,811 24,545,640 24,545,640

Notes: PPML estimation of equation (21). distuv = bilateral distance. Same region is a dummy variable equal to 1 if
both the firm and the bank are located in the same region. Same county is a dummy variable equal to 1 if both the
firm and the bank are located in the same county. Log trade flows is the lagged log of bilateral trade flows between
counties. Columns (1) to (5) include fixed effects for origin × years and destination × years. The sample period is
1997-2005. The sample consists of all origin-destination-year combinations where at least one firm is located with
positive credit. Robust standard errors in in parentheses.

It is not evident to compare this magnitude with the literature: as far as I know, this
paper is the first to estimate gravity equations for inter-regional credit flows. Portes
and Rey (2005) document the negative impact of distance for international cross-
border equity flows, and find coefficients twice as low, between -0.529 and -0.881.
Recently, Brei and von Peter (2018) run a similar estimation on international banking
flows and adopt a PPML approach. They find an estimate close to but smaller than
one. A coefficient of magnitude -2 is also larger than what is documented by the vast
trade literature, comprising more than 2,500 estimates of the distance effect (Head
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and Mayer, 2014). Therefore, my results indicates that distance-related frictions are
likely to be more important at a very local level than for international credit flows.
This confirm the local nature of credit markets for SMEs and echoes the first-order
importance of distance as a determinant of access to credit, well documented in the
banking literature (e.g., Petersen and Rajan, 1995; Agarwal and Hauswald, 2010)

For all u− v pairs with no bilateral credit flow, the share of credit is set to zero, which
represents the vast majority of the observations. For robustness, I run a similar es-
timation but keeping only pairs of urban units with positive credit flows. Table 4
shows the results. The coefficient of interest is still negative and significant, but of a
smaller magnitude: β1 is now close to -1 and remains stable to the addition of control
variables.

Impact of a reduction in search frictions. I now test how the gravity equation for
inter-regional credit flows is distorted by a technology-induced reduction in search
frictions. I formally test the prediction (16) of my model by running a PPML esti-
mation of the augmented gravity equation (22). The main results of my paper are
presented in Table 3, where the first column reproduces column (4) of Table 2 for
comparison purposes. In column (2), I include the continuous variable Cuvt for ob-
served internet interconnection between two urban units. Similar to Table 2, in order
to estimate an effect on distance, origin and destination × year fixed effects are in-
cluded but not pair specific fixed effects. The estimate is positive and significant, in
line with the model prediction. It suggests that a technology-induced reduction in
search frictions distort the gravity equation for credit flows. The amount of credit
exchanged between firms and banks located in connected urban units increases rela-
tive to other not-connected banking partners. The magnitude of the estimate implies
that the share of credit granted to firms located in v from banks located in a remote
urban unit u increases by 44% on average when u and v are connected. The estimate
for distance is not affected by the inclusion of the ADSL variable, nor the control for
bilateral trade flows.

My model predicts an heterogeneous effect of brandband internet with respect to dis-
tance which is the result of two opposing forces: a connectivity effect (positive impact)
and a competition effect (negative impact). While the former dominates overall, the
competition effect could prevail for markets that are geographically close, as banks
located in these close markets already benefit from a visibility advantage. In con-
trast, remote submarkets benefit more for a reduction of search frictions. I formally
test this prediction by including the interaction variable for the bilateral distance (ex-
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pressed as deviation from the sample average) and the treatment variable in column
(3). I find a positive and statistically significant effect of the interaction variable with
distance, which means that the elasticity of credit flows with respect to distance de-
creases in magnitude with broadband internet. In other words, the positive impact of
a reduction in search frictions on credit flows is higher when two very distant cities
are connected, which verifies the intuition of the model. On the contrary, the effect
is almost null or even negative when two neighbouring cities, already economically
very closely tied, are interconnected by internet.

Table 3: Technology-Induced reduction in search frictions

Share of credit in v borrowed from u: Πuvt

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5)

Log distance distuv -1.765∗∗∗ -1.760∗∗∗ -1.844∗∗∗ -1.764∗∗∗ -1.865∗∗∗

(0.004) (0.004) (0.006) (0.004) (0.006)

Cuvt 0.370∗∗∗ 0.800∗∗∗

(0.058) (0.059)

Log distance distuv x Cuvt 0.230∗∗∗

(0.008)

Ĉuvt 0.058 0.399∗∗∗

(0.059) (0.062)

Log distance distuv x Ĉuvt 0.199∗∗∗

(0.008)

log (Trade Flows) 0.473∗∗∗ 0.475∗∗∗ 0.470∗∗∗ 0.474∗∗∗ 0.468∗∗∗

(0.004) (0.004) (0.004) (0.004) (0.004)

Origin (u) × Year FE Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Destination (v) × Year FE Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Origin-Destination FE No No No No No
R2 0.66 0.67 0.68 0.67 0.68
Observations 24,545,640 24,545,640 24,545,640 24,545,640 24,545,640

Notes: PPML estimation of equation (21). distuv = bilateral distance. Cuvt = Zvt × Zut, is a continuous variable that
indicates the degree of broadband internet inter-connectivity between two urban units. Cuvt belongs to [0, 1]. This
measure captures the ability for firms located in u to locate and communicate with bank branches located in v, using
the world wide web. My instrument variable strategy delivers a similar measure of between urban unit connectivity
named Ĉuvt = Ẑvt × Ẑut. Log trade flows is the lagged log of bilateral trade flows between counties. Columns (1)
to (5) include fixed effects for origin × years and destination × years. The sample period is 1997-2005. The sample
consists of all origin-destination-year combinations where at least one firm is located with positive credit. Robust
standard errors in in parentheses.

An important concern with those results is that potential endogeneity of internet take-
up biases these estimates. In columns (4) and (5), I estimate equation (22) using the
instrument variable for broadband internet interconnection, namely Ĉuvt, instead of
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the observed connection variable used in columns (2) and (3). The sign of the coef-
ficient of interest remains unchanged, although the magnitude of the effect declines.
The overall effect in column (4) is imprecisely estimated and implies that the share of
credit granted to firms located in v from banks located in a remote urban unit u now
increases by only 6% when u and v are connected.

Figure 3: Heterogeneity of the effect with respect to distance
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Notes: This figure plots the marginal effect of broadband internet with respect to distance between
to interconnected cities u and v, as estimated in equation (22). The x-axis represents the distance in
kilometers and the y-axis shows the total effect of broadband internet connection on the share of credit
borrowed from v by firms located in u, in %. The vertical grey dashed line represent the average
distance between two cities in my sample, and correspond to the overall effect estimated in column (4)
of Table 3.

The results in column (5) documenting the heterogeneity of the effect with respect to
distance are very comparable to those in column (3) that do not use the instrumental
variable. In particular, the interaction term is positive and significant. In economic
terms, theses results mean that an increase in internet availability of 10 percentage
points increases credit flows for an urban unit at the 25th distance percentile by 24%
less than for an urban unit at the 75th distance percentile. Figure 3 illustrates this
heterogeneity. While the effect of being interconnected is negative when cities are ge-
ographically nearby (competition effect dominates), it increases sharply and because
positive after the 50th kilometer. After the 100th kilometer the slope of the curve is
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then much flatter. Figure A1 in Appendix maps the heterogeneous effect of being
connected to Paris, showing that Marseille (second biggest French city) benefit more
than Lyon (third biggest city).

I then test for robustness along different dimensions. I first estimate the augmented
gravity equation (16) by adding bilateral pair fixed-effects that control for any unob-
served characteristics of the urban unit pair that are constant over time (see Head and
Mayer, 2014). Table 5 shows the results in columns (2) and (4). Although less signif-
icant and of lower magnitude, they are virtually unchanged and confirm the positive
but heterogeneous effect of the technology-induced reduction in search frictions. Sec-
ond, in order to take into account the dynamic nature of credit flows, I replicate the
baseline results by adding the lag dependant variable to the regressors in Table 6. This
implies that credit relationships existing in the previous year provides a basis for the
credit flows observed in the current year.22 The main findings are confirmed by this
alternative specification.

Firm-bank matching. The model predicts that broadband internet diffusion affects
the firm-branch matching process: the reduction in search frictions allows very dis-
tant firms and bank to match and, in turn, the share of remote firms (located outside
u) financed by a bank located in u increases. I formally test prediction (20) leveraging
micro bank branch-level data in the dynamic event-study setting described above in
section 5.2.

The main variable I consider is the share of credit lent by bank branches located in
a given city to firms located outside that city. With a high level of search frictions,
matches between firms and banks occur only locally, within cities, and the share of
remote credit is close to zero. On the contrary, if search is free, firms can meet with
and borrow from banks located far away and the share of credit lent remotely is large.
I show the results for different specifications and assess the robustness of the results.
I then turn to the extensive margin: the share of firms located remotely financed by a
bank in a given city.

Figure 4 displays the results, plotting estimated coefficients from equation (23). The
dark blue dots report results from the baseline specification including the bank branch
and county-year fixed-effects. Estimates exhibit a flat trend before the event (i.e. the
normalizing measure of time since access d = -1) and a break in the trend after that.

22However, given that the time dimension is much lower than N, estimates are likely to suffer from
the Nickell bias in the dynamic model.
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Figure 4: Share of credit to remote firms
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Notes: This figure plots estimates for specification in equation (23) – fully dynamic – and equation
(24) – semi-dynamic. The dependant variable is the share of credit granted to firms located outside
the bank’s urban unit. The sample include all bank branches with a positive credit exposure. The
baseline specification (navy blue) includes bank branch fixed effects and year × county fixed-effects.
Urban unit fixed-effects are included in the alternative fully-dynamic specification (light blue). 95%
confidence interval are presented. Standard errors clustered at the city level.

The coefficient for d = 5 in that specification is 0.018 suggesting that the expansion of
access to broadband internet increased the bank branch-level share of credit lent to
distant firms by about 10%, 5 years after the period of largest expansion. Not only
this is in line with the model predictions but also it is consistent with the aggregate
impact on credit flows documented above. Our second specification adds urban unit
fixed-effects to the regression that aim to control for time invariant city characteristics.
The light blue dot show the estimates. Here again, I find no sign of a pre-trend prior
to broadband expansion contrasting with a steady growth afterwards. The estimated
effect after five years is virtually the same than in the baseline case. Finally, the last
set of coefficients plotted in royal blue represent a semi-dynamic version of the base-
line specification (see Equation 24). The regression should in theory more efficiently
estimated –as the number of parameters to be estimated is lower–, however both the
estimates and the standard errors stay very stable and close to the fully dynamic spec-
ification in practice.
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Figure 5: Share of remote clients
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Notes: This figure plots estimates for specification in equation (23) – fully dynamic – and equation
(24) – semi-dynamic. The dependant variable is the share of clients financed outside the bank’s urban
unit. The sample include all bank branches with a positive credit exposure. The baseline specification
(navy blue) includes bank branch fixed effects and year × county fixed-effects. Urban unit fixed-effects
are included in the alternative fully-dynamic specification (light blue). 95% confidence interval are
presented. Standard errors clustered at the city level.

I then explore the possible mechanisms behind the bank-level increase in share of
credit lent to remote clients documented above. I study how the extensive margin of
credit, i.e, the number of banking relationships, is affected by the technology-induced
reduction in search frictions (as opposed to the average credit, the intensive margin).
For this purpose, the dependant variable I consider is the share of remote firms fi-
nanced by bank branches located in a given city, which is defined as the number of
clients located outside the bank’s urban unit divided by the total number of clients.
Figure 5 displays the results. Similar to the previous estimation, I find a flat pre-trend
and a positive effect afterwards. The coefficient for d = 5 now equals 0.023, implying
that the technology-induced reduction in search frictions increased the bank branch-
level share of remote clients by about 12%, 5 years after the period of largest expan-
sion. Interestingly, the effect on the extensive margin is comparable but slightly higher
than the overall effect. This suggests that (i) the increase in between cities credit flows
is mainly driven by the creation of new relationships (new matches between banks
and firms located in different cities), and (ii) that those new credit relationships are in
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average smaller than the existing ones.

A direct consequence of these results is that firm-bank distance should increase fol-
lowing Broadband Internet expansion, because there are more matches between firms
and banks located in different cities. I directly verify this hypothesis by running a
similar dynamic event-study regression with the (weighted) firm-bank distance as
dependant variable. Figure 6 displays the results.

Figure 6: Firm-bank distance

(a) Unweighted
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(b) Weighted by credit exposure
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Notes: These figures plot estimates for specification in equation (23) – fully dynamic – and equation
(24) – semi-dynamic. In the left panel, the dependant variable is the (log) average firm-bank distance
measured at the branch level. In the right panel, the (log) distance is weighted by credit exposure.
The sample include all bank branches with a positive credit exposure. The baseline specification (navy
blue) includes bank branch fixed effects and year × county fixed-effects. Urban unit fixed-effects
are included in the alternative fully-dynamic specification (light blue). 95% confidence interval are
presented. Standard errors clustered at the city level.

Figure 6(a) documents a positive and significant effect of Broadband Internet on firm-
bank distance. The magnitude implies that connected banks match with firms that
are located in average 10% further, 5 years after the shock. Figure 6(a) shows that
the result is not significantly affected if one considers the average distance weighted
by credit exposure. These results are in line with Kroszner and Strahan (1999) which
points out that innovation in information technology reduced the dependence on
geographical proximity between customers and banks in the US, starting in the 70s.
This is also consistent to Petersen and Rajan (2002) that documents the erosion of the
local nature of small business lending, with increasing distance between small firms
and their lenders in the United States but also new communication habits. Similar
trends are observed in France: inter-regional credit flows have grown by 15% and
the average firm-bank distance has increased by 10% between 1998 and 2005. As far
as I know, this paper is the first to provide a causal interpretation for those facts,
suggesting that innovations in information technology – namely, Broadband Internet
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diffusion – reduced the role of both transaction and search costs in shaping credit
outcomes, allowing firms to search for credit further and leading to structural changes
in local credit markets. This suggests that innovations in information technology
reduced the role of both transaction and search costs in shaping credit outcomes,
allowing firms to search for credit further and leading to structural changes in local
credit markets.

7 Implications for the cost of debt

In this last section, I use the empirical results from Section 6 to quantify the impact of
the technology-induced reduction in search frictions on loan prices through the lens
of my model. Mapping the model prediction (15) into the gravity equation I estimate
gives the following equivalence between the model parameters and the empirical esti-
mates β1 = ν θ, β2 = $ and β3 = γ. Thus, the technology-induced reduction in search
frictions κuv for a pair of connected cities formally writes:

∆ lnκuv = γ̂ ∆ Cuv = −0.058 (25)

The distribution of the minimum loan price (Equation 7) obtained by an entrepreneur
located in v rewrites as follow:

P
(
rev ≤ r

)
= Wev(r) = 1− exp

(
− rθzθ+1

ev

N

∑
u=1

Su · (cuduv)
−θκuv

)

= 1− exp−
(

r

z−
θ+1

θ
ev (∑N

u=1 Su · (cuduv)−θκuv)
− 1

θ
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Which delivers the following expected lowest rate Pev for the entrepreneur ev:

Pev = E[r|ev] = z−
θ+1

θ
ev (

N

∑
u=1

Su · (cuduv)
−θκuv)

− 1
θ × Γ

[
1 +

1
θ

]
(26)

where Γ stands for the Gamma function. By taking the log of Equation 26, I can isolate
the effect on Pev of the technology-induced reduction in search frictions caused by the
diffusion of Broadband Internet:

∆lnPev = ln
Pev(1)
Pev(0)

= −1
θ

ln
(

∑N
u=1 κ̂uv(1) · Su(0) · (cuduv)−θ(0)

∑N
u=1 κ̂uv(0) · Su(0) · (cuduv)−θ(0)

)
(27)

where (1) indicates the situation after Broadband Internet access and (0) before. As the
origin fixed-effect FEu equals Su · c−θ

u and d−θ
uv equals dist−νθ

uv , equation (27) simplifies
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as follow:

∆lnP̂ev = −
1
θ

ln
(

∑N
u=1 κ̂uv(1) · ˆFEu(0) · dist−ν̂θ̂

uv

∑N
u=1 κ̂uv(0) · ˆFEu(0) · dist−ν̂θ̂

uv

)
(28)

While Broadband Internet may affect all variables in this equation as the firm produc-
tivity zev , the cost cu and the θ paramater of the bank branches’ size distribution, I
keep them constant to conduct counterfactual exercises. I finally plug into this equa-
tion my empirical estimates for β1 = −ν̂θ̂, FEu and κ̂uv(1) = exp(γ̂ + ρ̂Xuv(1)) as
well as parameters calibrated from the data (θ, distuv) in order to compute ∆lnP̂ev the
change in the lower expected cost of debt triggered by the BI-induced reduction in
search frictions. My model predicts an average decline of -4.9% in 2005, compared to
what it would have been without any lowering of search and contracting costs. This
decline in the cost of debt would have been higher if all french cities were connected
at the end of 2005, with an average value of -5.8%. This results echoes the conclusions
of Hauswald and Marquez (2003) that shows how improved access to information,
under some conditions, makes markets more competitive so that customers benefit
from technological progress. The mechanism herein departs from theirs as I focus
on firm search and I do not model the process by which banks search for customers
(and information about those customers), but the intuition of an easier dissemination of
information is similar. In a recent theoretical approach, Vivès and Ye (2021) also stud-
ies how the diffusion of information technology affects competition in the lending
market. Here again, they do not model search frictions (in their model, ICT reduces
the effect of bank–borrower distance on monitoring/screening cost) but share simi-
lar conclusions: ICT progress may trigger an increase in banks’ competition intensity
and, as a consequence, the loan rates offered to entrepreneurs decline.23

Figure 13 illustrates the spatial dimension of the decline in firms’ cost of debt. Dark
blue cities are the one in which this decline is the strongest (larger than the 75th per-
centile) while the light grey ones indicates a reduction lower than the median. Figure
14 gives a similar point of view with a focus on the Paris region. It is noteworthy
that all the largest french cities (Paris, Marseille, Bordeaux or Lyon) benefit less from
this decline than suburban or rural areas. This results is in line with the model intu-
ition that a reduction in search frictions precipitates an increase in competition due to
the ability for firm to search further and meet with more bank branches. In already
crowded markets with a lot of active banks and a high level of competition – typically

23In this paper, I interpret the observed reduction in the cost of debt as a direct consequence of the
reduction in search costs, along the lines of my model, but the impact of ADSL diffusion could also
be due to an increase of banks’ ability to screen project (through productivity zb or duv). This effect is
absorbed by the urban unit × time fixed-effects in my empirical analysis.
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in large city centers – firms were not highly constrained by the search frictions and the
decline is low. On the contrary, in isolated and rural submarkets where firms had to
make costly efforts to multiply meetings with different bankers and eventually match
with the right one, the reduction in search frictions triggers a substantial decline in
loan prices. Several other dimensions of heterogeneity are explored in Appendix D1.
I show in particular that, if population skills and average income do not matter, the
age structure of the workforce is negatively correlated with the strength of the de-
cline: a city populated with youth is more likely to benefit from a technology-induced
reduction of the cost of debt for SMEs. This suggests that the age structure of the
workforce is a proxy for the probability of technology adoption, in line with evidence
from Meyer (2011).

8 Conclusion

I develop a new theory of firm-bank matching subject to search frictions. I provide a
causal evidence on how such frictions affect firm-bank matching and the allocation of
bank credit, using the staggered roll-out of broadband internet in France as a shock
on transaction and search costs. I show that this technology-induced reduction in
search frictions triggers an increase by 6% of the share of credit exchanged between
interconnected cities. This positive effect varies with the initial level of search frictions:
it is higher when two very distant cities are connected. On the contrary, the effect
the effect is almost null when two neighbouring cities, already economically very
closely tied, are interconnected by internet. Leveraging bank branch-level data, I
document that Broadband Internet diffusion allows banks to match with new firms
located remotely. Connected banks increase their share of credit lent to firms located
outside their city by 10%, and their share of remote clients by almost 12%. As a
result, the average distance between a bank and its customers increases by 10% in
the medium run after broadband internet access. Finally, I plug these estimates into
the equation linking search frictions to loan prices. Interpreted within my model,
the reduced-form estimates imply that the reduction in search frictions due to the
large diffusion of Broadband Internet lowered the cost of debt for small businesses
by 4.9% on average. Overall, this paper highlight the role of transactions and search
cost in shaping firm’s access to credit. Credit markets with high search frictions make
financing by bank credit both difficult, time-consuming and onerous, especially for
small businesses. This conclusion calls for a variety of economic policies aiming at to
make the process of searching and applying for credit more fluid, efficient and less
burdensome, in particular in a period of pandemic marked by the disappearance of
face-to-face interactions and the consequent surge of digitalization
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9 Figures

Figure 7: Branch Rank versus Size (Total credit)

Notes: This figure displays the distribution of bank branch size for the last quarter of 2005, for all
banks with at least 5 clients. Formally, it shows scatter plot of the log (Size) against the log (Rank). I
compute the size of a branch as its number of clients. Bank branches are ranked by size: #1 being the
largest branch, #2 the second largest, and so on.
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Figure 8: Branch Size and Average Distance to Clients

Notes: This figure displays shows the positive correlation between branch size measured as total credit
exposure (top panel) and, alternatively, as the number of clients (bottom panel) and average square
geographic distance between the branch and its clients, in kilometers, for the last quarter of 2005.
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Figure 9: Average Loan Locally and Number of Distant Markets Penetrated

Notes: This figure displays the log average credit size of a branch in its local submarket ("at home")
for the group of branches that operate at least in k remote submarkets, with k on the x axis. Bank
branches are ranked and grouped based on the number of remote submarkets (i.e. urban units) where
they operate: all the branches lend at least to one submarket while none are active in all.
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Figure 10: Inter-Submarket and Two-Way Lending

Notes: This figure shows the share of urban units that borrow and lend simultaneously to remote
submarkets (in blue). ALL indicates that all types of credit and all type of clients are included in the
computation, while ST stands for short-term credit, LT for long-term. GE indicates that urban units
borrow and lend simultaneously to large firms, MICRO to very small and PME to medium size firms.
The red bars indicate the share of urban units simultaneously borrow and lend to the same distant
submarket, with similar sub-categories.
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Figure 11: Local Exchanges, Highways and Railroads before 1999

Notes: This figure displays the location of around 13,000 Local Exchanges (red dots), highways (light
blue lines) and railroads (dark blue lines) already existing before the beginning of Broadband Internet
expansion in France.
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Figure 12: Optimal connection rank predicted vs. observed connection rank

Notes: This figure shows the rank correlation between optimal versus observed connection ranks. The
combination of exogenous connection gains and costs have a strong predictive power, with a R-square
close to 0.70. The optimal connection rank R̂i is predicted for each Local Exchange i, only taking into
account two presumably exogenous measures of costs (shortest distance to existing infrastructure) and
gains (population density).
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Figure 13: Reduction of the cost of debt triggered by a reduction in search frictions: spatial

heterogeneity

Low (< p50)
Moderate (p75−p50)
High (> p75)

Bank rate decline

 

Notes: This map illustrates the spatial dimension of the decline in firms’ cost of debt in France. Dark
blue cities are the one in which this decline is the strongest, larger than the 75th percentile. The light
blue areas undergo a decline of the cost of debt higher than the median (but lower than the 75th

percentile). Finally the light grey ones indicates a reduction lower than the median.
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Figure 14: Reduction of the cost of debt triggered by a reduction in search frictions: zoom

in Paris region
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Notes: This map illustrates the spatial dimension of the decline in firms’ cost of debt with a focus on
the Paris region. Dark blue cities are the one in which this decline is the strongest, larger than the 75th

percentile. The light blue areas undergo a decline of the cost of debt higher than the median (but lower
than the 75th percentile). Finally the light grey ones indicates a reduction lower than the median. The
red dot indicates the localisation of SciencesPo, i.e. the center of Paris.
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10 Tables

Table 4: Gravity Equation for Inter-regional Credit Flows

Share of credit in v borrowed from u: Πuvt > 0

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5)

Log distance distuv -1.001∗∗∗ -0.992∗∗∗ -0.934∗∗∗ -0.971∗∗∗ -0.955∗∗∗

(0.003) (0.003) (0.003) (0.003) (0.003)

Same region 0.081∗∗∗

(0.013)

Same county 0.419∗∗∗ 0.669∗∗∗

(0.010) (0.016)

log (Trade Flows) 0.047∗∗∗ -0.094∗∗∗

(0.003) (0.005)
Origin (u) × Year FE Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Destination (v) × Year FE Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Origin-Destination FE No No No No No
R2 0.27 0.27 0.28 0.28 0.28
Observations 143,747 143,747 143,747 143,747 143,747

Notes: PPML estimation of equation (21). distuv = bilateral distance. Same region is a dummy variable
equal to 1 if both the firm and the bank are located in the same region. Same county is a dummy variable
equal to 1 if both the firm and the bank are located in the same county. Log trade flows is the lagged log
of bilateral trade flows between counties. Columns (1) to (5) include fixed effects for origin × years and
destination × years. The sample period is 1997-2005. The sample consists of origin-destination-year com-
binations with positive credit flows, where at least one firm is located with positive credit.
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Table 5: Technology-Induced reduction in search frictions: Pair fixed-effects

Share of credit in v borrowed from u: Πuvt

(1) (2) (3) (4)

Log distance distuv -1.844∗∗∗ -1.865∗∗∗

(0.006) (0.006)

Cuvt 0.800∗∗∗ -0.009
(0.059) (0.033)

Log distance distuv x Cuvt 0.230∗∗∗ 0.035∗∗∗

(0.008) (0.004)

Ĉuvt 0.399∗∗∗ 0.037∗∗∗

(0.062) (0.004)

Log distance distuv x Ĉuvt 0.199∗∗∗ 0.108∗∗∗

(0.008) (0.039)

log (Trade Flows) 0.470∗∗∗ -0.018∗∗ 0.468∗∗∗ -0.018∗∗

(0.004) (0.009) (0.004) (0.009)

Origin (u) × Year FE Yes Yes Yes Yes
Destination (v) × Year FE Yes Yes Yes Yes
Origin-Destination FE No Yes No Yes
R2 0.68 0.41 0.68 0.42
Observations 24,545,640 250,780 24,545,640 250,780

Notes: PPML estimation of equation (22). distuv = bilateral distance. Cuvt = Zvt × Zut, is a con-
tinuous variable that indicates the degree of broadband internet inter-connectivity between two
urban units. Cuvt belongs to [0, 1]. This measure captures the ability for firms located in u to lo-
cate and communicate with bank branches located in v, using the world wide web. My instru-
ment variable strategy delivers a similar measure of between urban unit connectivity named
Ĉuvt = Ẑvt × Ẑut. Log trade flows is the lagged log of bilateral trade flows between counties.
Columns (1) and (3) include fixed effects for origin × years and destination × years, columns
(2) and (4) add pair fixed-effects. The sample period is 1997-2005. The sample consists of all
origin-destination-year combinations where at least one firm is located with positive credit.
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Table 6: Technology-Induced reduction in search frictions with lags

Share of credit in v borrowed from u Πuvt

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)

Log distance distuv -1.561∗∗∗ -1.764∗∗∗ -1.175∗∗∗ -1.265∗∗∗ -1.174∗∗∗ -1.274∗∗∗

(0.003) (0.004) (0.004) (0.006) (0.004) (0.006)

Cuvt 0.097∗ 0.416∗∗∗

(0.053) (0.053)

Log distance distuv × Cuvt 0.214∗∗∗

(0.007)

Ĉuvt 0.107∗∗ 0.286∗∗∗

(0.052) (0.053)

Log distance distuv × Ĉuvt 0.168∗∗∗

(0.007)

log (Trade Flows) 0.473∗∗∗ 0.482∗∗∗ 0.478∗∗∗ 0.482∗∗∗ 0.477∗∗∗

(0.004) (0.004) (0.004) (0.004) (0.004)
Origin (u) × Year FE Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Destination (v) × Year FE Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Origin-Destination FE No No No No No No
Lag dependant variable Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
R2 0.65 0.66 0.68 0.69 0.68 0.69
Observations 24,545,640 24,545,640 20,633,055 20,633,055 20,633,055 20,633,055

Notes: PPML estimation of equation (22) with lag dependant variable included. distuv = bilateral distance. Cuvt = Zvt × Zut, is a con-
tinuous variable that indicates the degree of broadband internet inter-connectivity between two urban units. Cuvt belongs to [0, 1].
This measure captures the ability for firms located in u to locate and communicate with bank branches located in v, using the world
wide web. My instrument variable strategy delivers a similar measure of between urban unit connectivity named Ĉuvt = Ẑvt × Ẑut.
Log trade flows is the lagged log of bilateral trade flows between counties. Columns (1) to (5) include fixed effects for origin × years
and destination × years. The sample period is 1997-2005. The sample consists of all origin-destination-year combinations where at
least one firm is located with positive credit.
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Appendix

Figure A1: Heterogeneous effect of BI with respect to distance when Paris is connected

Lyon

Marseille

Paris

Marseille: + 70%

Lyon: + 54% 

Paris region: −15%

Notes: This figure plots the effect of broadband internet connection on the share of credit borrowed by
firms located in any city in France to banks located in Paris. The black dot indicates the Paris location,
while the red triangles shows Marseille and Lyon, respectively the second and the third biggest french
cities. Dark blue indicates an effect in the the 90th percentile while light red indicates the negative
effect of being connected to Paris for cities located close to Paris.
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Table A1: PPML with many zeros in a dynamic setting: simulation results

Data Generating Process I Obs. = 200 x 200 x 10, a = 50 b = 0
P(Yuvt = 0) = 0.97

Estimator β1 β2 β3

Estimate S.E. Estimate S.E. Estimate S.E.

PPML -1.003 0.029 1.001 0.037 0.226 0.033
PPML w. D×T + O×T FE -1.006 0.029 1.006 0.084 0.121 0.099

GPML -0.874 0.034 1.008 0.039 0.185 0.035
GPML w. D×T + O×T FE -1.019 0.03 0.995 0.086 0.093 0.101

Data Generating Process II Obs. = 200 x 200 x 10, a = 1 b = 5
P(Yuvt = 0) = 0.88

Estimator β1 β2 β3

Estimate S.E. Estimate S.E. Estimate S.E.

PPML -1.001 0.013 1.001 0.017 0.226 0.015
PPML w. D×T + O×T FE -1.001 0.013 0.999 0.038 0.115 0.045

GPML -0.872 0.018 0.998 0.019 0.187 0.017
GPML w. D×T + O×T FE -1.005 0.015 0.996 0.041 0.11 0.04

Notes: This table presents the results obtained with 1,000 replicas of the simulation procedure described in
Section 5. The number of cities N is set to 200 and T equals 10. The estimation sample is therefore composed
of 200 × 200 × 10 = 400,000 observations. In the top panel, a = 50 and b = 0 while a is set to 1 and b to 5 in
the bottom panel. The table displays the average point estimate and the standard errors obtained with differ-
ent estimators, namely PPML and GPML with and without origin × year and destination × year fixed-effects.
Robust standard errors.
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B Search Frictions in Credit Markets

In this section, I present a body of novel facts about French credit markets that sug-
gest the presence of search frictions: I first document bank branch heterogeneity and
endogenous firm-branch matching; then, I describe the geography of credit flows and
I provide evidence of substantial price dispersion; Finally, I mirror those empirical
facts with new survey evidence.

B.1 Bank Branch Heterogeneity

In a highly competitive and decentralized banking sector, large national banks com-
pete locally through their branch networks, across multiple geographic submarkets.
Local bank branches and loan officers are therefore the main contact point for en-
trepreneurs searching for the right banking partner and branch offices characteristics
appear as critical factors to firms, especially SMEs, when choosing their financial ser-
vices providers (Berger et al., 1997). While prior literature shows that the matching of
firms and banks is endogeneous and depends on firm and bank size (Stein, 2002; Hub-
bard et al., 2002; Cole et al., 2004; Berger et al., 2005), geographic proximity (Petersen
and Rajan, 1995, 2002), export country specialization (Paravisini et al., 2015), monitor-
ing capacity (Jing, 2014) and bank capitalization (Schwert, 2018), little evidence exists
on the importance of branch characteristics. In this section, I focus on bank branches
– rather than bank – heterogeneity. I document four important facts. Branches differ
markedly from each others with respect to (i) their total credit exposure, (ii) their
average distance to clients (iii) the number of markets in which they operate and (iv)
their portfolio specialization.

Branch Size. Figure 2 and 7 display the distribution of branch size for the last quarter
of 2005. I compute the size of a branch as its total credit exposure (2) and, alternatively,
its number of clients (7). Then, I rank branches by size24: #1 being the largest branch,
#2 the second largest, and so on; finally, I plot the log (Size) versus the log (Rank).

[FIGURE 2 ABOUT HERE]
24Regressing the log rank on log size, I find the following:

log (Rank) = 12.29 -1.04
[0.002]

· log (Size)

The relationship is close to a straight line (R2=0.95), and the slope is very close to 1 (the standard
deviation of the estimated slope is 0.02). This means that the rank of a bank branch is essentially
proportional to the inverse of its size. A slope of approximately 1 has been found repeatedly using
data on city and firm size, stock markets returns, etc. (Gabaix, 2016)
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The relationship between log size and log rank is close to a straight line and the slope
is very close to 1. This indicates that the distribution of branch size follows a power
law (i.e. Pareto distribution): a few number of very large branches grant credit to
many firms ( ≥ 10.000 clients) while a vast majority of small offices only finance 10 to
20 clients.

Branch-Firm Distance. Figure 8 shows the positive correlation between branch size
(measured as total credit exposure and, alternatively, as the number of clients) and
average square geographic distance between the branch and its clients, in kilometers,
for the last quarter of 2005.

[FIGURE 8 ABOUT HERE]

The average squared distance from a branch to its clients is a power function of the
branch size: the bigger the branch the larger the geographic distance is. Bank branches
differ in their role and their ability to finance remote clients. Smaller branches focus
on their very local market and concentrate on proximity lending: example (branches
with less than 10 clients are in average 15.5 km from them). On the contrary, largest
branches grant credit to firms located in other cities or regions (branches with more
than 100 clients (top 1%) are, in average, 80 km from them). This heterogeneity may
be the result of banks internal organization and simply reflects the hierarchy between
local branch offices and large business centers. This may also be driven by branch
productivity (larger branches being able to screen and monitor more efficiently re-
mote clients), specialization or local economic conditions, but this question remains
beyond the scope of this article.

Branch Size and Market Entry. How does a bank branch ability to finance distant
clients relate to its local activity? I rank and group bank branches based on the num-
ber of remote submarkets (i.e. urban units) where they operate: all my branches lend
at least to one submarket while none are active in all. Figure 9 depicts average credit
size in branch local submarket ("at home") for the group of branches that operate at
least in k remote submarkets, with k on the x axis.

[FIGURE 9 ABOUT HERE]

The relationship between the average credit exposure in the branch local submarket
and the number of remote submarkets penetrated is strongly positive and corrobo-
rates the findings of 8. The larger a branch is locally, the higher the number of distant
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submarkets served. This striking regularity reveal another facet of the bank branch
heterogeneity that relates first to the likelihood, for a firm, of meeting with a bank
branch located outside its local submarket and, second, to the ability of a loan officer
to remotely screen and monitor this firm.

Bank Branch Specialization. Using similar data and methodology than Duquerroy et
al. (2019), I show that, within a bank and a urban unit, branches specialize in several
dimensions: industry, type of loans and type of businesses. In particular, some bank
branches appear to finance heavily SMEs in comparison with other branches located
in a same submarket and belonging to a same banking network. I define a branch
to be specialized in an industry (respectively, size category) if its portfolio share of
lending to firms in an industry (respectively, a size category) is a right-tail outlier in
the distribution of portfolio shares of lending by all branches within the same urban
unit.

B.2 Endogenous Firm-Branch Matching

In section B.1, I documented the fact that bank branches markedly differ from each
others in several dimensions. Thus, search frictions may arise if firms pay attention
to those branch characteristics and devote time and ressources to locate and match
with the ideal interlocutor. Does this observed heterogeneity affect how firms search
for the right banking partner ? Does it lead to endogenous matching ? To address
those questions, I investigate the importance of branch characteristics in new firms
matching decisions.

Data Sources. I use a new dataset of firm creations from 2002 to 2005 for mono-
establishment firms that I combine with information from the Credit Register about
firms first realized banking match. The number of firm creations in my sample ranges
from 9,958 in 2002 to 14,178 in 2005. After their establishment, firms match with a
single bank branch: the period of time running from firm entry to firm first banking
match is two years on average. However, more than 50% of those new firms find
their banking partner within their first year of existence. For the sake of simplicity, I
keep in my final sample firms that match with their first banking partner in less than
5 years, which represent 90% of the observations: I end up with 45,685 new firms
entering 711 distinct submarkets and matching with 12,952 bank branches. For each
of those new firms, I build the universe of possible banking partners, which I define
as all the existing branches located in the same urban area that are active the year of
entry. Over all possible pairs, I observe only a single realized match.
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Regression Specification. I present reduced-form evidence of endogenous firm-
branch matching: a new firm i, when entering a local credit submarket, is more likely
to match with a bank branch j that ex-ante shares some common specialisation and
size characteristics with the firm. In particular, conditional on distance, a newly cre-
ated SME from sector s is more likely to borrow from a branch that specializes in
lending to small firms or to firms belonging to the sector s. Additionally, I find that
larger and growing branches appear to easily attract and match with new clients.
Formally, I estimate a Probit regression of different specifications of the following
equation :

P( Matchi,j,t | observables ) = Φ
(

α ·Distancei,j

+ β1 · Sizej,t−1 + β2 · Size Growthj,t−1

+ β3 · Spec. Sectorj,t−1 + β4 · Spec. Sizej,t−1

+ Controlsi,j,u,t

)
(29)

where Φ is the c.d.f. of the standard normal distribution; Spec. Sectorj,t−1 (respec-
tively Spec. Sizej,t−1) takes the value 1 if branch j is specialized in lending to firms
from the same sector (respectively same size) as firm i, the year before firm i entry.
Sizej,t−1 is the log size of branch j, measured as total credit exposure and, alterna-
tively, as the number of clients and Size Growthj,t−1 is the growth rate of branch j,
both measured the year before firm i entry. Distancei,j is simply the log geodesic dis-
tance in kilometers between branch j and firm i. All explanatory variables are lagged
so the branch j characteristics are measured before firm i entry and are not contami-
nated by the realized firm-branch matching. The dependent variable is an indicator
function that takes the value 1 if firm i is borrowing from branch j at t.

Coefficients Interpretation. The coefficient α controls for the direct impact of proxim-
ity on the likelihood of firm-branch matching: physical proximity is likely to alleviate
informational frictions affecting banks’ screening and monitoring costs (see Agarwal
and Hauswald, 2010) as being close to clients eases the acquisition and the use of
private information in informationally opaque credit markets.
Coefficients β1 and β2 control for heterogeneity in size and dynamics of bank branches
documented in section B.1. β1 > 0 and β2 > 0 would suggest that large and fast-
growing branches are likely to be more efficient or visible and, conditional on dis-
tance, to offer better contract terms. Finally, coefficients β3 and β4 control for the
direct impact of branch specialization (industry or size category) on firm’s choice of
banking partner: this relates to Paravisini et al. (2015), documenting that banks spe-
cialize in one export market and that specialization affects a firm’s choice of new
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Table B1: Endogeneous Firm-Branch Matching

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5)

Log Branch-Firm Distance (km) -0.311∗∗∗ -0.298∗∗∗ -0.300∗∗∗ -0.317∗∗∗

(0.001) (0.001) (0.001) (0.001)

Branch size (t-1) × Firm size 0.126∗∗∗ 0.083∗∗∗ 0.081∗∗∗ 0.137∗∗∗

(0.001) (0.001) (0.001) (0.001)

Branch growth (t-1) 0.108∗∗∗ 0.197∗∗∗ 0.233∗∗∗

(0.004) (0.005) (0.005)

Branch Industry spec. (t-1) 0.312∗∗∗

(0.009)

Branch Size spec. (t-1) 0.875∗∗∗

(0.009)

Observations 9,645,373 9,645,373 9,645,373 9,645,373 9,645,373
McFadden R-square 0.15 0.04 0.17 0.17 0.19

Notes: Probit estimation of different specifications of Equation (29). Dependent variable is an indicator function that
takes the value 1 if firm i is borrowing from branch j at t. Spec. Sectorj,t−1 (respectively Spec. Sizej,t−1) equals 1 if
branch j is specialized in lending to firms from the same sector (respectively same size) as firm i, the year before firm
i entry. Sizej,t−1 is the log size of branch j, measured as total credit exposure and, alternatively, as the number of
clients and Size Growthj,t−1 is the growth rate of branch j, both measured the year before firm i entry. Distancei,j is
simply the log distance between branch j and firm i. All explanatory variables are lagged. Standard errors clustered
at the urban unit level.

lenders and how to finance exports. β3 > 0 (respectively, β4 > 0) would mean that a
given firm i is more likely to match with a bank branch j that has developed ex-ante
a specific advantage in lending to firm’ i industry (alternatively, the firm’ i size cate-
gory).

Results. Table B1 shows the marginal effects from the Probit estimation of different
specifications of equation (29). Standard errors are clustered at the urban unit level.
In every specification, all coefficients are statistically significant (at the 1 percent con-
fidence level), and of the expected signs. Both physical proximity (α), branch size
(β1) and branch growth (β2) increase the likelihood that a firm match with a bank
branch. More interestingly, the actual existing portfolio of a branch shapes its future
matches: a branch that specializes in lending to industry a is more likely to be cho-
sen by a firm from industry a when it enters the credit market. To conclude, I find
reduced-form evidence that bank branch heterogeneity does matter for small firms
financing decisions; SMEs are more likely to search for and then match with branches
that ex-ante exhibit a high-level of complementarity, which could suggest the pres-
ence of search costs if firms devote time and ressources to gather information about
potential banking partners before applying for a loan.
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B.3 The Geography of Bank Credit

I describe the geography of credit flows and document new facts consistent with the
presence of search and matching frictions. In a frictionless world in which all bank
branches are similar, meeting with many bankers is not costly and firms always benefit
from borrowing from neighbouring banks,25 if possible, and inter-urban unit lending
should be marginal. In particular, if a branch and a firm located in the same urban
unit are simultaneously offering and applying for credit, a match is likely to occur
locally. Therefore, we shouldn’t observe a branch and a firm, while being located
in the same urban unit, simultaneously lending and borrowing from another distant
urban unit.

Simultaneous inter-submarket lending. In order to verify this assumption, I con-
struct credit flows between each pair of urban units, using data from the French
Credit Register between 1998 and 2005. Credit flows from u to v are defined as the
total credit granted by all bank branches located in u to remote firms located in v:
urban units may be lenders, borrowers or both. Table 10 presents the results.

[FIGURE 10 ABOUT HERE]

The first bar (in blue) indicates that more than 70 % of urban units borrow and lend
simultaneously to remote submarkets. One could think of it as being the result of
regional specialization. A firm located in a urban unit where branches are not able to
offer a very specific type of credit, or to lend to a specific industry / firm size, may
be forced to search for creditors elsewhere. Yet, the other blue bars indicates that a
vast majority of urban units borrow and lend simultaneously the same type of credit to
remote submarket: SMEs in urban unit v borrow long-term credit (LT) to branches in
urban unit u, while branches in urban unit u simultaneously lend LT credit to SMEs
in urban unit z.

Simultaneous two-way lending. More interestingly, I show that two-way lending oc-
curs. Red bars on figure 10 indicate that more than 60 % of urban units simultaneously
borrow and lend to the same distant submarket. Some bank branches located in Paris
finance firms in Bordeaux, while some bank branches in Bordeaux finance firms in

25A large body of work has highlighted the importance of geographical distance on firm-bank rela-
tionship, especially for small firms (Petersen and Rajan (1995), Hauswald and Marquez (2006)). De-
gryse and Ongena (2005) show that lenders located in the vicinity of small firms face significantly
lower transportation and monitoring costs: Banks derive market power ex ante from their relative physical
proximity to the borrowing firms or ex post from private information they obtain about firms during the course
of the lending relationship. Consequently, most of the lending activity should concentrate within a city
or an urban unit, between a firm and a branch in close proximity to each other.
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Paris. This fact is robust when I control for the type of credit and the type of firm (red
bars 2 to 6).

B.4 Price Dispersion

Finally, inspired by the labor market literature, I document the fact that the law of
one price does not hold in French credit submarkets. Using rich quarterly micro
data on new loans to SMEs from the Sirius/M-Contran database, I show that credit
rates exhibit a substantial dispersion within a time-bank branch-industry-department
quadruplet, consistent with recent evidence on mortgage and consumer credit mar-
kets (see Argyle et al., 2019; Allen et al., 2019). Note that controlling for loans and
borrowers characteristics does not affect my result. Formally, I estimate equation (30)
that aims to explain the observed variation in loan prices:

Interest rateijtu = Loanijtu · ρ1 + Firmijtu · ρ2

+ FEs(u) + FEj + FEt + FEu + εijtu (30)

where i stands for the borrower, j for the bank branch, t for the quarter and u indicates
the urban area in which both the firm and the bank branch operate. Loanijtu is a
vector of loan characteristics (term in months, amount, type of rate: fixed or variable),
Firmijtu is a vector of firm i characteristics (age, size, debt, investment grade, turnover).
I sequentially add a bank (alternatively, a branch) fixed-effect, county fixed effect
(i.e. French "Departments"), a sector (NACE Rev. 2 French classification) fixed-effect
and a quarter fixed-effect. Table 1 shows the R2 of an OLS regression for different
specifications of equation (30) and for three categories of credit: equipment loans,
credit lines and leasing.

As I am mostly interested in the explanatory power of these different groups of ob-
servable variables and fixed-effects, I only report the R2 of each regression. The results
indicate that, at best, the model accounts for 70% of the observed variance in credit
prices, letting more than 30% (40% for leasing) of the variance unexplained, even
when the model is saturated. Similarly, Cerqueiro et al. (2011) find substantial disper-
sion in loan rates for seemingly identical borrowers, using confidential Belgian data.
The authors attribute this dispersion to information imperfections and asymmetries
affecting credit markets and, among them, search costs. Note that if my reported R2

is somehow larger than Cerqueiro et al. (2011) findings, this is due to the very strict
inclusion of fixed-effects, notably bank branch FE, in my empirical model.
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B.5 Survey Evidence

In this section, I document a series of evidence of search frictions from recent surveys
that are consistent with empirical findings presented above. First, industry reports
show that locating the right banking partner is not straightforward and that firms
commonly multiply loan applications: the FED (2014) survey indicates that 3 applica-
tions are submitted on average (2.7 institutions contacted). Second, surveys highlight
the fact that the application process for a loan is time-consuming: 33 hours are spent
applying for credit on average according to the FED (2014) report, consistent to In-
fosys (2018) survey: SMEs spend over 25 hours – simply on their loan request paperwork –
and have to approach numerous banks with their application. Among the SMEs, 26% (29%)
deplore a difficult application process with large (small) banks.

Additionally, surveys highlight important transaction delays. Industry reports show
delays in the range of 45-90 days between the application and the closing date. The
Infosys (2018) survey indicates that 24% (29%) of SMEs report a long wait for the
credit decision or funding with large banks (small banks), namely high underwriting,
transaction and search costs. The OECD (2018) report "Enhancing SME access to di-
versified financing instruments" corroborates this conclusion: transaction costs are
particularly high in relative terms for micro-entreprises, start-ups, young SMEs. This
costly search, among other factors, may result in firm resignation: 37% of businesses
appear to give up their search for finance and cancel their spending plans after their
first rejection (BIS/BMG Research, 2018).
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C PPML: Difference-in-Difference with Many Zeros?

In this section, I test the performance of the PPML estimator in the exact case of
my empirical setting. Not only my estimating sample contains a vast majority of
urban unit pairs that do not exchange credit over the entire period 1998-2005 (more
than 95% of the credit shares equal zero) but also I have to deal with panel data
and a difference-in-difference approach. I present simulation evidence on the per-
formance of the PPML estimator when the panel data is generated by a constant
elasticity model, with (i) a large proportion of zeros, (ii) a time-varying shock and
(iii) when all units are not simultaneously treated. In these simulations, the non-
negative dependent variable Yuvt is generated so that P(Yuvt = 0) is substantial and
E(Yuvt|Xuvt)=exp(β X

′
uvt). A the best of my knowledge, this is the first simulation evi-

dence of the performance of the PPML estimator in this particular setting, that echoes
a wide range of papers in international trade that investigate the impact of trade poli-
cies within a gravity framework.

Following Santos Silva and Tenreyro (2011), the dependent variable Yuvt – which is
the total credit granted by branches in v to firms in u – is generated as a finite mix-
ture model of the form Yuvt =∑muvt

j=1 zjuvt, where muvt is the number of components
of the mixture, and zjuvt a continuous random variable with support in R+, dis-
tributed independently of muvt. This data generation process has a direct economic
interpretation in my framework. muvt is the number of bank branches located in v
that serve firms in u, and zjuvt is the amount of credit that each those banks lent
their clients located in u. Because muvt and zjuvt are independant, E(Yuvt|Xuvt) =
E(muvt|Xuvt)×E(zjuvt|Xuvt). As in Santos Silva and Tenreyro (2011), zjuvt is obtained
from a gamma distribution with mean 1 and variance 2, which is equivalent to a χ2

(1)
random variable. This implies, that conditionally on muvt, Yuvt follows a χ2

muvt
and

then E(Yuvt|Xuvt) = E(muvt|Xuvt). muvt will be generated as a negative-binomial ran-
dom variable with conditional mean exp(β X

′
uvt) and a variance equal to aE(muvt|Xuvt)

+ bE(muvt|Xuvt)2. I propose the following functional form for E(Yuvt|Xuvt):

E(Yuvt|Xuvt) = E(muvt|Xuvt) = exp(β0 + β1 x1uv + β2 x2uvt + β3 x3uvt)

where x1uv is the product of the sum of two time invariant variables drawn from a
standard normal x1u and x1v. x2uvt is a time-varying variable equal to 1 with prob-
ability close to 0.4. Formally, I impose a dynamic structure for x2uvt by introducing
the underlying variable w2uvt = γw2uvt−1 + ρεuvt, with γ = 1.05, ρ = 1.5 and εuvt is
drawn from a standard normal, such that x2uvt = I(w2uvt > 0.6). x3uvt is a city pair
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specific treatment dummy variable that equals one after the time of treatment t and
zero before. The city pair specific treatment time is drawn from a discrete uniform
distribution over the support [t0, T]. Formally, I generate city specific treatment date
x3u ∼ U[t0, T] and define x3uvt = I(t > max(x3u, x3v)). Finally, I impose β0 = 0, β1

= -1, β2 = 1 and β3 = 0.1. This functional form has again a direct economic inter-
pretation. The time-invariant variable x1uv (which is symmetrical by definition, i.e.,
x1uv = x1vu) represents the distance between u and v, x2uvt models the time-varying
determinants of credit flows between cities and x3uvt is analogous to my broadband
internet interconnection shock. To complete my simulation setting, I need to define
the conditional variance of muvt and Yuvt. I follow Santos Silva and Tenreyro (2011)
considering the quadratic specification Var(muvt) = aE(muvt|Xuvt) + bE(muvt|Xuvt)2

so that:
Var(Yuvt|Xuvt) = (1 + 2a)E(muvt|Xuvt) + 2bE(muvt|Xuvt)

2

Picking the value of a and b allows to generate a high probability of zeros and different
heteroskedasticity patterns. Table A1 presents the results obtained with 1,000 replicas
of the simulation procedure described here, in which the number of cities N is set
to 200 and T equals 10. The estimation sample is therefore composed of 200 × 200
× 10 = 400,000 observations. In the top panel, a = 50 and b = 0 while a is set
to 1 and b to 5 in the bottom panel. The table displays the point estimate and the
standard errors obtained with the different estimators, namely PPML and GPML26

with and without origin × year and destination × year fixed-effects. These results
confirm and extend the findings of Santos Silva and Tenreyro (2006, 2011), showing
that both the PPML and the GPML estimators are well behaved in the two cases
considered. In particular, the coefficient of interest β3 is consistently estimated with
two-way unit × fixed effects.These findings are an additional reason that justify my
empirical approach and the validity of my estimation procedure.

26GPML stands for Gamma Pseudo-Maximum Likelihood is a PPML-like estimation procedure in
which the dependant variable is a share instead of the value in level.
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D Heterogeneity in the decline of the cost of debt

Figure D1: Decline in the cost of debt: heterogeneity by city size, age, skills and income
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Median change in bank rate (%)

(d)

−5.7

−5.5

−5.3

−5.1

−4.9

−4.7

−4.5

 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

Average income (quantile)

Mean change in bank rate (%)

Median change in bank rate (%)

Notes: These figures illustrates the heterogeneity in the average (dark blue) and median (light blue)
decline in firms’ cost of debt in France along several dimensions. In figure (a), cities are grouped by
size, in (b) by quantiles of the share of youth (under 30) in the workforce, measured in 1990, in (c) by
quantiles of the share of high-skill workers and (d) by quantiles of income.
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